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1 INTRODUCTION
Overview
The third phase of the Central Ohio Transit Authority’s (COTA) planning effort, COTA Next
Generation 2050 (branded as “NextGen”), involved the refinement of and recommendations for
a series of transit projects and initiatives that reflect the community’s vision for transit in Central
Ohio.

At the beginning of Phase 3, the project team carried out a series of community engagement
strategies in order to solicit feedback on the results of Phase 2. The public was asked to provide
input on four types of transit investments, summarized below and described in more detail in
Appendix D.3:
 High Capacity Transit Corridors – thirteen (13) potential High Capacity Transit (HCT)
corridors were developed and refined through the Tier 2 Evaluation (see the Tier 2
Evaluation Memo, February 2017, for more detail).
 Expanded bus service – improvements to the local and commuter bus network,
including longer span, increased frequency, and service to new destinations.
 New neighborhood services – on-call and scheduled services designed to connect
suburban job centers and neighborhood destinations to transit lines.
 Smart mobility models – Technology-based improvements to transit including mobile
ticketing, , trip planning tools with real-time bus arrival information, integrated
partnerships with ridesharing services (such as Lyft, Uber, taxi), and autonomous buses.
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This document summarizes the methods, results, and key findings of Phase 3 community
engagement.

Community Engagement Methods
NextGen’s Phase 3 community engagement efforts included stakeholder workshops, public
meetings, community leader interviews, and an online survey. The project team used the
feedback garnered from these efforts to further refine and prioritize which local service
investments and HCT corridors are most important to the community.
In total, COTA staff and the NextGen team sponsored, participated, and/or staffed 35 public
engagement activities in February 2017 (see Appendix D.1). More than 500 people attended
public meetings, stakeholder workshops, community leader interviews and/or meetings hosted
by planning partners. Public meetings and stakeholder workshops were held in Downtown
Columbus, Franklinton, Olde Towne East, Worthington, and at The Ohio State University
(OSU). More than 1,450 people took the online survey. The combined total of participants that
were involved in Phase 3 outreach activities was about 1,900, although some may have
participated in more than one forum.
Specific strategies used in the Phase 3 community engagement process included:


Public Meetings – The NextGen team held four public meetings, including meetings in
Olde Towne East, Worthington and Downtown Columbus as well as at The Ohio State
University (OSU). An online version of the meeting presentation was also available at
www.cota.com/nextgen. The meetings were designed in a presentation/workshop
format. The team provided an overview presentation explaining the meeting purpose and
results of Phase 2, followed by interactive discussion exercises. This format was
designed to inform participants and solicit input on potential service improvements and
preferred HCT corridors. Publicity efforts included news releases, fliers, web postings,
social media notifications, email blasts and paid advertisements. Project Advisory Group
members also spread the word through their networks. More than 97 people participated
in at least one of the public meetings.



Stakeholder Workshops – As a complement to the public meetings, the NextGen team
hosted four workshops with planning and economic development officials, transportation
advocates, social service agency staff and City of Columbus officials. The workshops
mirrored the information presented at the public meetings, but the approach was tailored
towards each audience. The study team emailed invitations to these targeted groups. At
least 54 people participated in at least one of the workshops.



Community Leader Interviews – The NextGen team conducted community leader
interviews (see Appendix D.2 for a list of participating organizations). The goal of these
interviews was to inform representatives from institutions and community organizations
about NextGen and collect insights into their expectations for the future of transit service
development in Central Ohio. Nelson\ Nygaard and COTA conducted 23 interviews
between February and July 2017.



Online Survey – An online survey was launched to engage the public, giving them an
opportunity to select preferred HCT corridors, enhancements to the bus network and
smart mobility options. The survey tool included an introductory video, transit corridor
maps and options for preferred investments in the bus network and which smart mobility
services to pursue. Similar to the public meetings, the online survey was heavily
publicized and accessible through a link to COTA’s website. It was available to the public
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between February 13 and March 1, 2017. 1,441 individuals participated through the
online survey.


Other: Smart Columbus Linden Meetings and Presentations to Mid-Ohio Regional
Planning Commission – The COTA NextGen project leveraged participation at the
Smart Columbus “Linden Innovation Sessions” on February 9-10, 2017. Smart
Columbus is the City of Columbus Smart City Challenge initiative funded by the United
States Department of Transportation and the Paul Allen Foundation’s Vulcan, Inc. Smart
Columbus has a number of projects that are being developed in collaboration with
COTA, including smart mobility initiatives and first/last mile services that will be
introduced in Linden. More than 170 people participated in these public meetings and
several expressed their desire for transit improvements. COTA also addressed the
MORPC Policy, Technical, and Community advisory committees, reaching another 139
stakeholders.

Figure 1: Summary of Phase 3 Outreach Activities
Number of
Events

Outreach Activity

Dates

Number of
Participants

Public Meetings

4

February

97+

Stakeholder
Workshops

4

February

54+

Community Leader
Interviews

22

February June

47

Online Survey

1

February

1,441

Other Community
Meetings

4

February April

309+

Total

35

-

1,948+

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates and Engage Communication

The findings described in the following sections were reviewed in conjunction with the technical
analysis conducted as part of this study. Further refinement of the HCT corridors and smart
mobility enhancements resulted in the completed vision for the NextGen project.
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2 SUMMARY OF MEETINGS AND
WORKSHOPS
Overview
Among the different community engagement strategies used in Phase 3 of the NextGen study,
two involved holding public meetings and workshops with targeted stakeholder groups. Each of
the four workshops focused on one of the following groups: planning and economic
development professionals, transportation advocates, social service agencies, and City of
Columbus officials. The purpose of these meetings were to provide an update of the NextGen
vision; introduce new smart mobility options; and solicit input on the HCT corridors.
The format and content of the presentations were very similar. The NextGen team used a
combination of presentations, facilitated discussion, and hands-on exercises to engage
participants. The primary difference between the two types of meetings was the audience.
Although both meetings were open to all members of the public, the stakeholder workshops
were targeted around specific audiences with common interests in public transit investments.
The Phase 3 public meetings (held during the week of February 13-16) were advertised through
social media; e-blasts sent to an existing database; on-bus commuter bulletins; a media
advisory and resulting news coverage; advertisements in local newspapers; and through online
news outlets. Project Advisory Group members also forwarded public meeting and online survey
information to their constituents.
In total, the NextGen team organized and facilitated four public meetings and four targeted
stakeholder workshops. The meetings were held throughout Franklin County, including
Columbus neighborhoods, the downtown area, and suburban locations. In total, more than 150
people participated in public meeting and stakeholder workshops.
In addition to the Phase 3 engagement activities, Smart Columbus’ smart mobility initiatives
complement NextGen. Smart Columbus meetings were held in a similar format, combining
presentations, facilitated and group discussions, and interactive exercises. COTA
representatives attended these meetings, which were held in Linden.

Key Findings: Meetings and Workshops
Public engagement activities from Phases 1 and 2 focused on understanding people’s “values”
of investing in public transit and where future transit investments might be focused. Activities
during Phase 3 centered around the notion that now that we have established proposed transit
corridors it’s “time to make your move” toward prioritizing these future corridors and enhanced
transit services. A key objective of these meetings was to share and receive feedback on the
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draft corridor recommendations and potential improvements, and to create enthusiasm and
momentum for the NextGen Vision.
Several common themes that were heard across both the public meetings and workshops
include:













Strong support for HCT
Support for transit corridors with strong economic opportunities
Strong support for High Street and Airport corridors
Proposed HCT corridors need to be extended farther
Add a Northwest HCT corridor
Improve access to jobs and employment centers
Improve first mile/last mile service, connections, and pedestrian access
Focus on public safety on buses and at stops
Expand public education campaigns to promote transit and how to use it
Pursue a universal multimodal transportation payment card
Pursue 24-hour transit services
Integrate smart mobility hubs that include buses, shared vehicle services (like car2go),
bikes and other transportation options

Structured Exercise
During the meetings and workshops, participants were provided a map of 13 proposed HCT
corridors and asked to rank, in order of preference, the three corridors the performed best in the
Phase 2 screening process. These “Possible Today” corridors have the ridership, transit-friendly
development, and other factors necessary to complete for federal funding today. Participants
preferred the North High Street Corridor, followed by the East Main Street and FranklintonColumbus State corridors.
Then, they were asked to select three of the 10 other HTC corridors under consideration. These
corridors labeled “Successful Tomorrow” and “Viable with Growth” have a potential to be
successful in the future, but would require public focus and private development for rapid transit
to be viable. The 3rd Avenue/Railroad corridor between downtown Columbus and Polaris
received the most selections of support. The East and West Broad Street HCT corridors
followed.
A full list of rankings and selections are shown in the following tables. Please note that not every
participant provided comments, and some responses were selected during the facilitated
discussions. While responses from the structured exercise add to the overall response captured
during the meetings, the results of the online survey give a better representation. This input is
qualitative and should not be considered statistically representative of the COTA service area.

Figure 2: Ranking of “Possible Today” HCT Corridors
HCT “Possible Today” Corridor

Rank

B) North High Street (Downtown to Worthington)

1

A) East Main Street (Downtown to Reynoldsburg)

2

C) Franklinton-Columbus State (Town/Rich/High/Spring)

3
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Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates and Engage Communication

Figure 3: Selection of “Successful Tomorrow” or “Viable with Growth” HCT Corridors
HCT “Possible Tomorrow” or “Viable with Growth” Corridor

Number of Times Selected

I) 3rd Avenue/Railway (Downtown to Polaris)

17

F) East Broad Street (Downtown to Blacklick/Reynoldsburg)

9

H) West Broad Street (Downtown to Lincoln Village)

9

M) Newark Commuter Rail (Downtown to Newark)

8

D) Cleveland Avenue (CMAX Upgrade) (Downtown to Polaris)

8

L) East 5th Avenue/Stelzer Road (Downtown/CMH/Easton)

6

J) 5th Avenue (Grandview to CMH)

5

K) James Road/Stelzer Road (Eastland to Easton)

4

E) East Livingston (Downtown to Brice Road)

3

G) Whittier/Alum Creek Drive (Downtown to Milbrook)

3

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates and Engage Communication

Handouts and materials for these meetings can be found in Appendices D.3 and D.4, while
meeting summaries can be found in Appendix D.5.
In addition to the feedback outlined above, planning and economic development officials
expressed willingness to pursue policies and codes that would support more dense, transitoriented development. The transit advocates said they were willing to champion greater transit
investments, particularly in HCT. Social service representatives were hopeful that first/last mile
service improvements and other smart mobility improvements would remain a priority. City of
Columbus representatives committed to coordinating closely with COTA on the Smart
Columbus initiative and offered opportunities where smart mobility demonstration projects might
be explored together.

Key Findings: Smart Columbus Linden Meetings
The COTA NextGen project also leveraged participation at the Smart Columbus “Linden
Innovative Sessions.” A meeting summary can be found in Appendix D.6.
Several common themes echoed feedback received in NextGen stakeholder workshops include:







Support for better access to jobs and employment centers
Improve first mile/last mile service and connections
Add more effective routes servicing Linden
Focus on public safety on buses and at stops
Need for a universal multimodal transportation payment card
Invest in HCT or light rail connecting Linden to jobs outside of Linden
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Need for 24-hour transit services

3 COMMUNITY LEADER
INTERVIEWS
Overview
Phase 3 of NextGen’s community engagement efforts included community leader interviews.
This second round of interviews was designed to build off the first round conducted by the
project team during Phase 1. Some of those participants interviewed during Phase 1 were reinterviewed while new participants and groups were added.
In-depth interviews with individuals and groups focused on speaking with representatives from
organizations actively involved in central Ohio’s development and/or who play a role in the
funding and delivery of transportation services. These individuals and groups included elected
officials; planning officials; representatives from community organizations, businesses, and
educational institutions; and individuals that represent unique interests and perspectives
regarding public transportation, including minority and historically underserved populations. The
project team also met with select members of the NextGen Project Advisory Group (PAG) to
discuss questions or concerns raised during prior meetings. The list of people contacted for
interviews was developed by COTA staff, with additional recommendations provided by
consulting members of the project team.
Interviews
Each structured interview was conducted in person by members of the project team.
Interviewers followed a moderator’s guide to facilitate the conversation and ensure consistent
information was collected across all interviews. At the same time, however, interviewers were
encouraged to let the conversation follow a natural flow and to probe topics of most interest.
At the start of each interview, participants were told that the conversation would be anonymous
and that they should be encouraged to speak freely. As a result, findings are summarized
across all individuals who participated in the process.
In total, the project team interviewed community leaders and stakeholders representing
approximately 28 organizations (see Appendix D.2). Some interviews included representatives
from multiple similar organizations, e.g. Columbus Chamber of Commerce and Columbus 2020.
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Key Findings
Several common themes heard from community leaders that echoed feedback received
throughout Phase 3 include:











Strong support for HCT corridors
Strong support for the North High Street HCT corridor
Desire for HCT corridors to connect to major job and employment centers
Support for a northwest corridor from downtown Columbus to Dublin
Need for community-wide focus on which corridor(s) to pursue for implementation and
how they meet the needs of the community 20 years from now
Extending some of the proposed HCT corridors
Desire for corridors to coordinate with city and regional priorities
Transit connections to counties adjacent to Franklin County
Better partnerships with other transportation services like CoGo and car2Go
Desire for further investment in bus stops

A fourteenth HCT corridor was added during the Phase 3 community engagement efforts, as a
result of interviews with officials at The Ohio State University and the cities of Columbus and
Dublin and business leaders. This corridor, Northwest (Downtown to Dublin), was added by
COTA to the “Viable with Growth” tier of HCT corridors. While this corridor was not a part of the
online survey or exhibits shown during the public meeting and workshops, it was incorporated
into the final report.
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4 ONLINE SURVEY
Overview
Between February 13 and March 1, 2017, an online survey was conducted to collect feedback
on community priorities for HCT corridors and transit enhancements. The survey incorporated a
video that summarized the project, with a focus on the 13 HCT corridors. A total of 1,441
respondents participated in the survey.

Top Three Corridors
Participants were shown a map of the three “Possible Today” corridors. Participants were asked
to rank the three corridors, with “1” being the most preferable. N. High was overwhelmingly the
most preferred corridor, ranked “1” by 70% of respondents. Franklinton-Columbus State was the
least preferred, ranked “3” by 52% of respondents and “1” by only 12% of respondents. Based
on the frequency of which each corridor was ranked the most preferred (“1”), the top three
corridors are ranked as follows (see Figure 4):
1. N. High
2. E. Main
3. Franklinton-Columbus State

Figure 4: Ranking of Top Three High Capacity Transit Corridors

Top 3 HCT Corridor

Corridor Ranking
3 (lowest)
2
1 (highest)

N. High

8%

23%

E. Main

70%

39%

FranklintonColumbus State

41%
52%

0%

10%

20%

30%

20%
36%

40%
50%
60%
Percent of Respondents

70%

12%
80%

90%

100%

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates
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Other Corridors
The survey also displayed a map of the ten “Successful Tomorrow” and “Viable with Focus”
HCT corridors.
Participants were asked to select up to three of the ten corridors that they support the most.
Figure 5 shows the percent of respondents who supported each corridor. Notably, 3rd/Railway
(Downtown-Polaris) was selected more frequently than any other corridor by a significant
margin, and serves a similar geographic area as North High Street, which was the most popular
of the top three corridors. Based on the frequency with which each corridor was selected, the
three most popular of these corridors are:
1. 3rd/Railway (Downtown-Polaris)
2. E. 5th/Stelzer (Downtown-CMH-Easton)
3. 5th (Grandview-CMH)

Figure 5: Percent of Respondents Indicating Support for Other High Capacity Transit Corridors
70%

Percent of Respondents

60%
50%
40%

57%
41%

41%
32%

30%

30%

26%

20%
10%

21%

13%

12%

8%

0%

Other HCT Corridor
Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates
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Transit Enhancements
Participants were asked to select preferences for transit enhancements, under three categories:
expanded bus service, new neighborhood services, and smart mobility models. Participants
could select multiple strategies and also suggest other transit enhancements.
Expanded Bus Service (see Figure 6)
 The majority of respondents (65%) preferred to invest in more high-frequency bus
service.
 About half of respondents were interested in more limited-stop service to job centers
during rush hours and new bus lines serving more neighborhoods.
 Longer hours of service on existing bus lines was the least selected enhancement
(38%).
New Neighborhood Services (see Figure 7)
 Respondents were more interested in scheduled shuttle service than in suburban job
center circulators or on-call service.
Smart Mobility Models (see Figure 8)
 Of all transit enhancements, respondents were most interested in mobile ticketing (84%)
and trip planning tools with real-time bus arrival information (69%).
 There was significantly less interest in ridesharing service integration (44%) and
autonomous, driverless buses (31%).
Other Enhancements
Respondents provided a total of 250 comments on the three enhancement categories. Many
comments reaffirmed support for enhancements listed in the survey choices, particularly mobile
ticketing and trip planning tools with real-time bus arrival information. In addition, multiple
respondents stated opposition to the concept of driverless buses proposed as part of the smart
mobility models. Respondents were concerned about safety and reduction in employment for
operators. The following are common themes among other types of enhancements that
respondents listed:






Expanded CBUS route or CBUS-type circulators in other neighborhoods
Better facilitation of multimodal trips through integration of bike parking, on-board bike
racks and CoGo Bike Share with the COTA system
More express bus routes, including more park-and-ride locations, suburb-suburb
connections and extended hours to serve multiple shift times
Increased speed of transit through grade separation, dedicated lanes, transit signal
priority and wider stop spacing
Investment in rail service
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Figure 6: Percent of Respondents Interested in Each Expanded Bus Services
70%

65%

Percent of Respondents

60%

52%

50%

50%

38%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

More high-frequency More limited-stop service New bus lines serving Longer hours of service
lines (every 15 minutes
to job centers for
more neighborhoods
on existing bus lines
or better)
commuters during rush
hours
Expanded Bus Services

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates

Figure 7: Percent of Respondents Interested in New Neighborhood Services
80%

73%

Percent of Respondents

70%
60%

51%

50%
40%

27%

30%
20%
10%
0%

Scheduled shuttle service to Suburban job center circulators On-call shuttle service to connect
connect neighborhoods to transit (such as GREAT and SmartRide) neighborhoods to transit lines
lines
New Neighborhood Services

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates
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Percent of Respondents

Figure 8: Percent of Respondents Interested in Smart Mobility Models
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

84%
69%
44%
31%

Mobile ticketing

Expanded real-time trip Integrated transfers to Autonomous, driverless
planning tools
ridesharing services
buses
(such as Lyft, Uber or
taxi service)
Smart Mobility Models

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates

Service Improvements by Area
Participants were given the option to review specific proposed enhancements and provide
comments for each of the four areas of Central Ohio (Northwest, Northeast, Southwest,
Southeast). The survey listed and mapped specific frequency, span, alignment, and other
service improvements within each area. Of the 330 comments, most respondents commented
generally on transit needs rather than specific improvements listed for each subarea.
Major themes that emerged from the responses included:







New connections to suburbs such as New Albany, and connections between suburbs,
such as Dublin to Polaris.
Extended span of service and weekend service for connections between downtown
Columbus and suburban communities for employment and entertainment
Expanded COTA service area into Delaware County, Etna Township (Amazon campus),
and Marysville, and extend service within Franklin County further west on West Broad to
Prairie Township
Increased integration with transit services in neighboring communities, such as
Delaware and Licking Counties
Rail service in Columbus (about 15 percent of comments)

Most respondents expressed general support for the improvement concepts; however, there
were two areas that respondents expressed concern:
− Planned streamlining of neighborhood routing and removal of bus stops associated
with the Transit System Redesign implementation in May 2017
− Limited improvements on the south side of Columbus in the NextGen plan
A complete compendium of comments can be found in Appendix D.7.
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Respondent Zip Code
Participants were asked to indicate the ZIP code of their primary place of residence.
Respondents live in 67 zip codes. Respondents in 43201 – which generally covers Italian
Village, Milo Grogan, and areas east of OSU campus between High Street and 4th Street – had
the largest share of respondents (10%). As shown in Figure 9, many respondents live in areas
that are along or nearby High Street.

Figure 9: Survey Respondent Home Zip Code

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates
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5 CONCLUSION
The primary goal of Phase 3 community engagement outreach was to solicit feedback to further
refine potential transit improvements that were developed in Phase 2. Specifically, the public
was asked to prioritize which HCT corridors, bus network enhancements, and smart mobility
investments are most important to the community.
A ranking of the highest priority HCT investments identified by online survey respondents, as
well as meeting and workshop attendees, found that the N. High Street corridor was
overwhelmingly the most preferred corridor of those that the project team identified as “Possible
Today”. Of the HCT corridors that may be “Successful Tomorrow” or “Viable with Growth,” the
3rd/Railway (Downtown-Polaris) was selected more frequently than any of the nine other
corridors. It should be noted that the 3rd/Railway (Downtown-Polaris) serves a similar
geographic area as N. High Street. Based on the frequency with which corridors were selected
from each group, a ranking of the prioritized corridors is show below.
Rank

Transit Corridors Possible Today

Category

#1

B) North High Street (Downtown to Worthington)

Possible Today

#2

A) East Main Street (Downtown to Reynoldsburg)

Possible Today

#3

C) Franklinton-Columbus State (Town/Rich/High/Spring)

Possible Today

Rank

Transit Corridors Successful Tomorrow or Viable with Growth

Category

#1

I) 3rd Avenue/Railroad (Downtown to Polaris)

Successful Tomorrow

#2

L) East 5th Avenue/Stelzer Road (Downtown/CMH/Easton)

Viable with Growth

#3

J) 5th Avenue (Grandview to CMH)

Viable with Growth

#4

H) West Broad Street (Downtown to Lincoln Village)

Successful Tomorrow

#5

D) Cleveland Avenue (CMAX Upgrade) (Downtown to Polaris)

Successful Tomorrow

#6

F) East Broad Street (Downtown to Blacklick/Reynoldsburg)

Successful Tomorrow

#7

M) Newark Commuter Rail (Downtown to Newark)

Viable with Growth

#8

K) James Road/Stelzer Road (Eastland to Easton)

Viable with Growth

#9

E) East Livingston (Downtown to Brice Road)

Successful Tomorrow

#10

G) Whittier/Alum Creek Drive (Downtown to Milbrook)

Successful Tomorrow
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A fourteenth HCT corridor was added as a result of community leader interviews with the Ohio
State University and cities of Columbus and Dublin. This corridor, Northwest (Downtown to
Dublin), was added by COTA to the “Viable with Growth” tier of HCT corridors.
Online survey respondents ranked three categories of proposed local service improvements,
which included: Expanded Bus Service, New Neighborhood Service, and Smart Mobility
Models. Of the proposed Expanded Bus Service improvements, a majority of respondents
preferred to invest in more high-frequency bus service. Half of respondents were also interested
in more limited-stop service to job centers during rush hours and new bus lines serving more
neighborhoods.
Respondents were most interested in scheduled shuttle service within the New Neighborhood
Services category. Roughly half of the respondents also wanted to see more suburban job
center circulators. Of all the Smart Mobility transit enhancements, respondents were most
interested in mobile ticketing and trip planning tools with real-time bus arrival information.
Online survey respondents provided additional comments on the proposed local service
improvements. These common themes included better multimodal integration, expanded
circulator services, more suburban service, increased speed/reduced travel times and
opposition to driveless buses.
Overall, Phase 3 outreach confirmed that the community’s vision for transit includes investment
in HCT, with particularly strong support for its implementation in the North High Street corridor.
In addition, there is support for HCT in corridors that may spur and complement focused
development in the future, such as connections to John Glenn Columbus International Airport
and Dublin. The community envisions transit as a key component in providing access to jobs
and supports the expansion of bus service to new destinations and at different times of day to
support these connections. The community also recognizes that a successful transit system
must include investments in supporting amenities, such as a universal payment card, pedestrian
accessibility, first/last mile modes (carshare, bikeshare, etc.), passenger waiting areas, and
public information to ensure that the system is modern, user friendly, and safe.
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Community and Stakeholder Outreach
Phase 3 Appendix D.1-D.7
July 2017

Appendix D.1 – Summary of Activities
Summary of COTA NextGen Public Engagement Activities (Phase 3)
Date

Event

Participants

Location

2/7/17

Community Leader Interview:
The Ohio State University

7

OSU Enarson Classroom Building,
2009 Millikin Road, Columbus, OH

2/7/17

Community Leader Interview:
City of Columbus Planning and
Development Division

4

Beacon Building, 50 West Gay Street,
Columbus, OH

2/8/17

Community Leader Interview:
Franklinton Board of Trade

1

924 W Broad Street, Columbus, OH

2/8/17

Community Leader Interview:
Franklinton Area Commission

2

192 N Guilford Ave, Columbus, OH

2/10/17

Community Leader Interview:
Columbus City Councilmember
Shannon Hardin

1

City Hall, 90 W Broad St., 3rd Floor,
Room 302, Columbus, OH

2/10/17

Community Leader Interview:
Short North Alliance

1

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/10/17

Community Leader Interview:
Yay Bikes

1

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/10/17

Community Leader Interview:
Transit Columbus/Forge
Columbus/Columbus Young
Professionals Club

4

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/11 to
2/12/17

Other Meetings:
Smart Columbus Linden

170

St. Stephens Community House, 1500
E 17th Avenue, Columbus, OH

2/13/17

Public Meeting:
Olde Towne East

14

Columbus Health Department, 240
Parsons Avenue, Room 119C,
Columbus, OH

2/14/17

Public Meeting:
University District

28

The Ohio Union, 1739 North High
Street, Room 2154 (Student Alumni
Council Room)

2/15/17

Community Leader Interview:
Columbus Urban League

3

788 Mount Vernon Avenue, Columbus,
OH

2/15/17

Stakeholder Workshop:
Planning & Economic
Development Officials

11

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/15/17

Public Meeting:
Downtown Columbus

32

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/15/17

Stakeholder Workshop:
Transportation Advocates

22

The Land-Grant Brewing Company,
424 W. Town Street, Columbus, Ohio
43215
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Date

Event

Participants

Location

2/16/17

Stakeholder Workshop:
Social Services

13

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/16/17

Stakeholder Workshop:
City of Columbus Officials

13

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/16/17

Public Meeting:
Worthington

23

Worthington Municipal Building, 6550
North High Street, Worthington, OH

2/27/17

Community Leader Interview:
Dublin and Westerville

2

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

2/27/17

Other Meeting: MORPC
Community Advisory Committee

25

MORPC, 111 Liberty St, Columbus

2/13 to
3/1/17

Online Survey

3/1/17

Other Meeting: MORPC
Transportation Advisory
Committee

3/24/17

Community Leader Interview:
Columbus Regional Airport
Authority

1,441

Online

46

MORPC, 111 Liberty St, Columbus

3

John Glenn Columbus International
Airport, 4600 International Gateway,
Columbus

4/5/17

Community Leader Interview:
Steiner + Associates/Easton

1

Steiner + Associates, 4016 Townsfair
Way, Columbus

4/13/17

Other Meeting: MORPC Policy
Committee

68

MORPC, 111 Liberty St, Columbus

4/18/17

Community Leader Interview:
CASTO

1

CASTO, 250 Civic Center Dr,
Columbus

5/8/2017

Community Leader Interview:
Ohio Department of
Transportation

2

ODOT, 1980 W Broad St, Columbus

5/11/17

Community Leader Interview:
Columbus Partnership

4

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

6/1/17

Community Leader Interview:
Fred Ransier (PACT, OSU East,
United Way)

1

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

6/5/17

Community Leader Interview:
Nationwide Realty Investors

3

Nationwide Realty Investors, 375 N
Front St, Columbus

6/16/17

Community Leader Interview:
CityFi

1

Conference Call

6/19/17

Community Leader Interview:
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning
Commission

2

MORPC, 111 Liberty St, Columbus

6/20/17

Community Leader Interview:
Office of Franklin County
Commissioner Marilyn Brown

1

COTA William J. Lhota Building, 33 N
High St, Columbus

6/21/17

Community Leader Interview:
Office of Franklin County

1

Franklin County Government Center,
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Date

Event

Participants

Commissioner Kevin Boyce
6/27/17

Community Leader Interview:
The Pizzuti Companies

Location
373 S. High St, Columbus

1

The Pizzuti Companies, 629 N High St,
Columbus
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Appendix D.2 – Organizations
Participating in Community Leader
Interviews


The Ohio State University (OSU)



City of Columbus, Planning and Development Division



Franklinton Board of Trade



Franklinton Area Commission



Columbus City Council



Short North Alliance



Yay Bikes



Transit Columbus



Forge Ahead



Forge Columbus



Columbus Young Professional Club



Columbus Urban League



City of Dublin



City of Westerville



Experience Columbus



MORPC



Columbus Regional Airport Authoirty



Steiner + Associates/Easton



CASTO



Columbus Partnership



Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT)



Partners Achieving Community Transformation (PACT)



United Way



Nationwide Realty Investors



CityFi



Franklin Board of Commissioners



The Pizzuti Companies
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Appendix D.3 – Public Meeting Handouts
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Appendix D.4 – Meeting Presentation
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Appendix D.5 – Meeting Summaries
Public Meeting – Olde Towne East, Phase #3
February 13, 2017, 6–7pm
Columbus Health Department, 240 Parsons Ave.

Meeting Summary
# Participants
There were 14 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Opening Remarks
Elliott Doza (COTA) convened the meeting and provided a brief overview of the COTA NextGen
project. A project video was shown to participants to introduce the project.

Project Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas then explained High Capacity Transit (HCT) an explained how it is different from
today’s buses. The community vision for the future of public transportation in Central Ohio was
also discussed, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options.
Thomas explained how the NextGen project would further enhance the efforts of COTA’s
Transit System Redesign (TSR).

Smart Mobility Options
A discussion about Smart Mobility Options highlighted COTA’s efforts to provide potential
solutions to first and last mile access, service transit needs of low density areas, provide early
morning and late night commutes, and incorporate feeders to high capacity transit. Marie
Keister (Engage Public Affairs) encouraged participants to discuss these options. A summary of
comments and questions follows:
Comment – I can’t wait for autonomous vehicles!
Question – New Albany has a high concentration of jobs, but there is no service except at
peak times. New Albany is trying to get people to jobs utilizing special vans. What does
COTA propose to do?
Team Response – Improvements are coming through services. We currently have an
express from Downtown to Easton, known as Smart Ride. We’re looking to expand travel
times through downtown, New Albany and Easton. There are plans to supplement
Easton/New Albany area with more local service. We also are looking at a new community
circulator, connecting CMAX with Westerville.
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Question – What about service on the south side?
Team Response – We’re are looking at extending Brice Road route to Groveport and the
Park and ride will remain in Canal Winchester.

High Capacity Transit Corridors
The 13 high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to
participants. Marie asked the group which of the high capacity corridors they favored is their
highest priority. A summary of discussion follows:
Comment – Prefers the North High Street corridor as their highest priority, because of the
lowest dollar with highest ridership.
Comment – Prefers the Franklinton route as its focus in on increased ridership.
Comment – Prefers the 5th Avenue/Grandview route due to new shopping, development, and
growth.
Comment – Prefers the Downtown to Easton Route because it is a destination, plus there is
more development.
Comment – Prefers the Third Avenue Polaris route as CSX Railway is being considered for a
C upgrade.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
Thomas wrapped up the meeting with the project’s next steps. Meeting attendees were invited
to stay after for one-on-one questions and comments

Comment Forms
One (1) comment form was collected at the meeting.
The participant didn’t understand why the East and West Broad Corridors were in the
“Successful Tomorrow” category as both have wide streets with high ridership.

Project Team Participants






Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works
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Public Meeting – The Ohio State University, Phase #3
February 14, 2017, 2–3pm
Ohio Union, 1739 North High St., Student Alumni Council Rm.

Meeting Summary
# Participants
There were 28 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Opening Remarks
Elliott Doza (COTA) convened the meeting and provided a brief overview of the COTA NextGen
project. A project video was shown to participants to introduce the project.

Project Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas then explained High Capacity Transit (HCT) an explained how it is different from
today’s buses. The community vision for the future of public transportation in Central Ohio was
also discussed, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options.
Thomas explained how the NextGen project would further enhance the efforts of COTA’s
Transit System Redesign (TSR).

Smart Mobility Options
A discussion about Smart Mobility Options highlighted COTA’s efforts to provide potential
solutions to first and last mile access, service transit needs of low density areas, provide early
morning and late night commutes, and incorporate feeders to high capacity transit. Marie
Keister (Engage Public Affairs) encouraged participants to discuss these options. A summary of
comments and questions follows:
Question – For integrated rideshare solutions are fares included?
Team Response – COTA will look at the viability of first to last mile services next year; this
also includes exploring for funding from regional sources (i.e., MORPC, City of Columbus,
Franklin County).
Comment – I’m glad to see other modes of transportation compared to automobiles. Other
cities like Portland have many different modes.
Comment – Also glad to see were looking at population growth estimates with this project.
Question – When discussing first mile / last mile how does walkability fit in to this discussion?
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Team Response – COTA is not responsible for sidewalks; that being said COTA is working
with cities, ODOT and the Safe Route to Schools program on recommendations were
sidewalks should be placed.
Question – Pedestrians need a safety factor when using public transit. Transit also includes
walkability.
Team Response – COTA is using technology, mobile eye, to enhance safety for pedestrians;
COTA also sends feedback of potentially unsafe areas to the city.

High Capacity Transit Corridors
The 13 high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to
participants. Marie asked the group which of the three high capacity corridors (green lines) they
favored is their highest priority. Roughly half of the participants chose the North High from
Worthington corridor while the other half chose the East Main Street to Reynoldsburg corridor.
No one chose the Franklinton to Columbus State corridor. A summary of discussion follows:
Question – Why wasn’t the High Street corridor expanded farther to the north (i.e. I-270/
Crosswoods)?
Team Response – Right now these corridors are preliminary in nature. The technical
analysis is that the ridership doesn’t currently show a return on investment.
Question – What was the priority/purpose for choosing corridors was it to ease congestion?
Provide access to employment?
Team Response – Corridors were chosen based on several different criteria that was
selected by the public during phase 1 and 2 of the public involvement process and included
criteria like congestion, cost, current and potential ridership, projected growth from MORPC,
access to low income areas and then blended to show which corridors have the most
balance.
Marie then discussed the possibilities of other corridors (blue lines) which might be successful
tomorrow; and those that are viable with growth (orange lines). No one corridor was preferred
by the group but several questions and comments were given:
Question –What is the status of COTA’s air connect service?
Team Response – A report will be forthcoming this year.
Comment – The Newark rail corridor could connect to the airport.
Question – I heard that we didn’t get the political conventions because we didn’t have rail
service?
Team Response – No that’s false; while having light rail routes do enhance the criteria for
Columbus to hold events, we already hold many large events like NCAA tournaments and
the Arnold Classic which pulls in more people that a political convention.
Question – We seem to keep mentioning Federal funding but have you looked at private
funding for corridors.
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Team Response – While there are some public-private investments these typically wouldn’t
pay for an entire corridor; the costs are just too high. Private investors don’t have 100-150
million dollars lying around for one transit corridor. But private investment does help with
assistance, say shelters etc. There have been some places in the world were private
investment has built a small transit corridor, but nothing 10 miles long.
Question – It seems federal funding goes mostly to road and bridge projects and not to
transit. How do we change this culture?
Team Response – We need more people like you as advocates for public transit.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
Thomas wrapped up the meeting with the project’s next steps and the meeting adjourned a few
minutes after 3:00 pm. Meeting attendees and project team members spent another 20 minutes
discussing individual questions and comments.

Comment Forms
Eighteen (18) comment forms were collected at the meeting. Participants preferred the following
corridors:
Participant
"Possible Today"
Corridor
A) E. Main
B) N. High
C) Franklinton-Columbus
State

1

2

3

3

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

4

1

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

2

2

2

1

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

RANK
2

1

1
3

Participant
Successful Tomorrow
or Viable with Growth
Corridors
D) Cleveland (CMAX
Upgrade)
E) E. Livingston

1

2

3

X

X

4

X

6

7

9

10

X

X

11

X

18

TOTAL

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

1

X
X

X
X

6
2

X

G) Whittier/Alum Creek

8

X

F) E. Broad
H) W. Broad
I) 3rd/Railroad
(Downtown-Polaris)
J) 5th (Grandview-CMH)
K) James/Stelzer
(Eastland-Easton)
L) E. 5th/Stelzer
(Downtown-CMH-Easton)
M) Newark Commuter
Rail

5

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

5
X

X

3

X

X

X
X

2

X
X

13

5
X

X

X
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7

Project Team Participants






Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Nick Hoffman, MurphyEpson
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Public Meeting – Downtown, Phase #3
February 15, 2017, 5:30–6:30pm
William G. Porter Board Room, COTA William J. Lhota Building

Meeting Summary
# Participants
There were 32 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Opening Remarks
Elliott Doza (COTA) convened the meeting and provided a brief overview of the COTA NextGen
project. A project video was shown to participants to introduce the project.

Project Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas then explained High Capacity Transit (HCT) an explained how it is different from
today’s buses. The community vision for the future of public transportation in Central Ohio was
also discussed, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options.
Thomas explained how the NextGen project would further enhance the efforts of COTA’s
Transit System Redesign (TSR).

Smart Mobility Options
A discussion about Smart Mobility Options highlighted COTA’s efforts to provide potential
solutions to first and last mile access, service transit needs of low density areas, provide early
morning and late night commutes, and incorporate feeders to high capacity transit. Marie
Keister (Engage Public Affairs) encouraged participants to discuss these options. A summary of
comments and questions follows:
Comment – More buses are needed in other areas besides the Short North.
Comment – Mentions that pedestrian access is a concern.
Team Response – COTA is currently making improvements regarding pedestrian access
including transit sensors that can determine if pedestrians are in buses’ path. There needs to
be more clear communication as to where the buses are moving and are located.
Team Response – Thomas Wittmann reminds group to focus more on the future; but
acknowledges these comments are very helpful.
Question – How much is the overall cost per rider?
Team Response – The cost is $4.00 per rider. However, higher ridership, lower cost.
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High Capacity Transit Corridors
The 13 high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to
participants. Marie asked the group which of the three high capacity corridors (green lines) they
favored is their highest priority. Marie then asked one participant from each of the three
corridors to explain why they choose their answer. A summary of discussion follows:
Response for East Main – Because I live on the east side!
Response for North High Street – Because of higher ridership and high capacity transit could
relieve congestion.
Response for Franklinton – Because of the benefits of adding new ridership to the downtown.
Comment – There are plenty of buses going North and South but a lot fewer are going East
and West.
Team Response – There are 20-50 potential routes, but COTA cannot build them all.
Marie then asked the group to identify the most appealing routes:
Response – Downtown to Polaris; which has been discussed since 1999.
Response – Whitter to Alum Creek; but it should go further.
Team Response – The ridership capacity is not there. However, enhancements are coming;
but not high capacity transit.
A discussion about passenger rail was introduced into the conversation with three hypothetical
routes including Downtown Columbus to Lancaster/Marysville, Newark to Downtown Columbus,
and Columbus to Chicago which is still being considered.
Comment – It was noted that whichever consideration is chosen, it must be successful or we
(Columbus) will not get another chance. The community will take more risk if the first line is
successful.
Question – Is there an opportunity to build transit without federal funding?
Team Response – It has happened; but for longer transit corridors; it is difficult to generate
local methods for this kind of development. Like Phoenix, the key is to leverage local monies
with federal dollars. And yes, this method is currently being explored and considered in
Columbus.
Comment – This effort must have neighborhood support. Real outreach must take place in
the neighborhoods. We must also try to change the mindset about transit, and we must
continue to use federal dollars.
Comment – We could also get help from major non-profit to help move community forward.
Question – Will the current presidential climate effect efforts?
Team Response – No one knows the national attitude toward transit.
Comment – Since High Street has the density, we need to start there and make sure
connections are efficient.
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Project Next Steps & Adjourn
Thomas wrapped up the meeting with the project’s next steps. Meeting attendees were invited
to stay after for one-on-one questions and comments

Comment Forms
Two (2) comment forms were collected at the meeting. Participants preferred the following
corridors:
Participant
"Possible Today" Corridor

1

2

RANK

A) E. Main

2

2

2

B) N. High

1

1

1

C) Franklinton-Columbus State

3

3

3

Participant
Successful Tomorrow or Viable with Growth Corridors

1

2

0

D) Cleveland (CMAX Upgrade)
E) E. Livingston
F) E. Broad

X

X

1

X

2
0

G) Whittier/Alum Creek
H) W. Broad

TOTAL

X

X

2

I) 3rd/Railroad (Downtown-Polaris)

0

J) 5th (Grandview-CMH)

0
X

K) James/Stelzer (Eastland-Easton)

0

L) E. 5th/Stelzer (Downtown-CMH-Easton)
M) Newark Commuter Rail

1

X

1

Project Team Participants






Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works
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Public Meeting – Worthington, Phase #3
February 16, 2017, 6–7pm
Worthington Municipal Building, 6550 North High St.

Meeting Summary
# Participants
There were 23 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Opening Remarks
Elliott Doza (COTA) convened the meeting and provided a brief overview of the COTA NextGen
project. A project video was shown to participants to introduce the project.

Project Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas then explained High Capacity Transit (HCT) an explained how it is different from
today’s buses. The community vision for the future of public transportation in Central Ohio was
also discussed, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options.
Thomas explained how the NextGen project would further enhance the efforts of COTA’s
Transit System Redesign (TSR).

Smart Mobility Options
A discussion about Smart Mobility Options highlighted COTA’s efforts to provide potential
solutions to first and last mile access, service transit needs of low density areas, provide early
morning and late night commutes, and incorporate feeders to high capacity transit. Marie
Keister (Engage Public Affairs) encouraged participants to discuss these options. A summary of
comments and questions follows:
Comment – Connection to jobs is the most important enhancement COTA can do.
Comment – There was an observation that it seemed most of the NextGen input came from
the core city. I live northwest and I didn’t hear anything.
Team Response – It was explained there had been meetings and that the Northwest corridor
has been discussed several times. There will be other improvements including express
service to Dublin and OSU all day as well as two new routes coming from Bethel Road to
Easton every 15 minutes. There will be a high capacity corridor coming to this area.

High Capacity Transit Corridors
The 13 high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to
participants. Marie asked the group which of the high capacity corridors they favored is their
highest priority. The overall response was North High Street, because it is the most used and
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route and would ease congestion to and from The Ohio State University. A summary of
discussion follows:
Comment – Audience member had just returned from Seattle. He took train from the Airport,
but it didn’t go far enough; he then had to take the bus.
Team Response – Thomas Wittmann who lives in Seattle explained one has to start
somewhere and airport enhancements will be coming in 2023.
Question – It was asked if a potential route would be used along the rail line along Indianola?
The overall response was “yes”.
Question – Is there an economic analysis tied to the potential transit routes?
Team Response – There usually is not, but all indicators have reflected property value
increases along the routes and have brought about higher property tax values.
Marie Keister emphasizes the importance of community support and to solicit input from the
community as we move forward to higher transit capacity. Thomas Wittmann explains that
federal funding is the best way to make this happen and the use of local entities enables more
leverage. But, at the end of the day, it must be cost effective.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
Thomas wrapped up the meeting with the project’s next steps. Meeting attendees and project
team members spent another 30 minutes discussing individual questions and comments.

Comment Forms
Eighteen (2) comment forms were collected at the meeting.
One participant was concerned about:
 The ability of riders to cross busy streets safely to get to bus stops.
 Presence of sidewalks and safety in walking to and from bus stops.
 Businesses need to be proactive in making sure routes and access to stops serve their
businesses.
 Spread of bed bugs and crime.
The second participant commented that they preferred the High Street Corridor and would like
to see service between the airport and areas like downtown and OSU.

Project Team Participants






Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works
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Planning & Economic Development Officials Targeted
Stakeholder Workshop, Phase #3
February 15, 2017, 2-3:30pm
William G. Porter Board Room, COTA William J. Lhota Building

Meeting Summary
Participants
There were 11 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Meeting Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas discussed the community vision for the future of public transportation in Central
Ohio, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options. The 13
high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to participants
followed by the potential smart mobility options.

Meeting Discussion/Comments
The discussion began with questions on how other cities are funding large projects like the
Kansas City streetcar. Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) explained that many of the projects
in question used two primary funding sources and the advantages/disadvantages of each: The
Federal Government (competitive process can make this difficult), State Government and
dedicated municipality or regional funding sources. Wittmann also noted the possibility of private
contributors and building consensus among all on priorities. The participants had no questions
or comments on new bus services.
The discussion then turned to the 13 high-capacity corridors.
 Green Routes
− One participant from Reynoldsburg pointed out the development opportunities along
Main Street and asked if the Defense Supply Center, Columbus (DSCC) would be
served. If so, the participant thought it would demonstrate to the Base Closure
Commission that the Supply Center should stay where it is.
− At least three people liked the High Street route. One participant thought it would
help relieve congestion on SR 315, another pointed out the relief of buses on High
Street and one mentioned the possible improvement of air quality. Many participants
thought it would help add density and support development in Worthington.
− One participant from Gahanna noted that High Street is already well-served by
transit and asked if other expansion opportunities would be more beneficial.
− A participant from Grandview asked for attention to be diverted from High Street and
instead turned to Indianola Avenue for economic development. They also suggested
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grouping the three transit options by: highest ridership potential and highest
economic development potential.
− A participant from Dublin suggested attention be turned to High Street as a ladder
that other services can connect to. (Crosstown routes, multi-modal connections)
− A representative of Franklin County expressed concern for congestion on High Street
and called for more education on why people need to take public transit -- especially
incentivizing leaving vehicles at home.
Blue/Orange Routes
− A participant from Gahanna said that proposed corridor “L” is his priority due to
strong economic development opportunities and ties to Smart Columbus and their
efforts in Easton.
− An Upper Arlington participant preferred proposed corridor “F” due to good ridership
and economic development potential
− A participant from Dublin asked about the land use implications of what currently
exists in the airport route
− A township administrator mentioned his/her support of the West Broad route
− The Cleveland Avenue upgrade made the most sense to a Grandview participant
due to the need for a large immigrant population to get to work.

The meeting concluded with everyone agreeing to support a high-capacity transit investment
regardless of the route and committing to get employers’ explanations as to how they need
transit to attract quality employees with help from the team. A couple of last-minute suggestions
were made including integrating the CoGo pass with the COTA pass payment.

Comment Forms
No comment sheets were returned.

Project Team Participants






Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Mike Bradley, Vice President, COTA Planning and Service Development
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
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Transit Advocates Targeted Stakeholder Workshop,
Phase #3
February 13, 2017, 7-8:30pm
Land-Grant Brewing Company, Franklinton, OH

Meeting Summary
Participants
There were 22 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Meeting Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas discussed the community vision for the future of public transportation in Central
Ohio, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options. The 13
high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to participants
followed by the potential smart mobility options.

Meeting Discussion/Comments
The discussion started with a participant question about how the audience, as transit advocates,
can help see the projects noted in the presentation brought to life as well as how best to show
support for high-capacity transit. The COTA team responded that calling and writing letters to
state and local representatives, and soliciting official letters of support from organizations they
work for and are representative of is a helpful step.
As a follow-on to this line of conversation, Transit Columbus was asked by another audience
member to note its upcoming action plan. Elissa Schneider, Chair of the Board of Transit
Columbus, responded by briefly outlining the group’s 2017 priorities which includes support of
the selected high-capacity corridors.
In addition, an audience member discussed how private funding or a private partnership would
be beneficial in making high-capacity transit routes a reality soon. One participant asked if the
cost per rider noted on the route plans were inclusive of initial capital costs for development. As
part of the discussion another participant noted that the cost per rider number shown in the
presentation materials is exclusive to operational costs. After the all-group discussion,
participants spent time looking at exhibit posters and having small group conversations around
the 13 high-capacity corridors.

Comment Forms
No comment sheets were returned.
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Project Team Participants





Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
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Social Services Targeted Stakeholder Workshop, Phase #3
February 16, 2017, 9-10:30am
William G. Porter Board Room, COTA William J. Lhota Building

Meeting Summary
Participants
There were 13 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Meeting Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas discussed the community vision for the future of public transportation in Central
Ohio, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options. The 13
high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to participants
followed by the potential smart mobility options.

Meeting Discussion/Comments
The discussion began with a question regarding service in the southwest corridors. Thomas
Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) clarified that this is not included in the service changes that begin
on May 1st and that the purpose of the presentation was to present unfunded improvements.
Thomas also answered the participant’s question about commuter routes being a different type
of bus.
The conversation then transitioned to bus pass pricing. COTA explained that the bus passes are
reviewed every three years with the goal of covering twenty percent of fares. However, it was
stated that the COTA Board will ultimately decide on cost. The team pointed out that NextGen
would need additional funding to execute plans.
After Wittmann explained the extensive outreach and data-driven processes used to arrive at
the NextGen recommendations, the participants raised their questions and concerns detailed
below.
• Franklin County Job & Family Services representative expressed access to jobs in New
Albany and Rickenbacker as a top priority for the customers they serve
• A participant questioned if the NextGen top priority is connecting people to the last mile.
The team clarified that it is indeed a higher priority than later night bus services. (Many
nod in agreement.) Later in the discussion, one participant expressed concern about not
prioritizing the need for late-night service because of the lack of access to public transit
for second-shift employees. A representative from Jewish Family Services noted that
this will increasingly become an issue as 24-hour jobs become increasingly prevalent.
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One participant asked about the timeline in launching Smart Mobility ideas. The team
mentioned a test with Uber/Lyft within the next year or so.
 A participant asked if residents would need an app to access Smart Mobility technology
and expressed concern if they do as not all customers are unbanked. Wittmann
answered by outlining that anything connected to an application would also be available
through customer service and explaining how Smart Columbus is looking at providing
similar services for those who are unbanked. The participant encouraged the NextGen
team to work with Human Resources professionals to make this a part of employee
benefits.
 A representative from the YMCA expressed strong concern for public safety as ride
sharing becomes increasingly popular -- especially for single passengers. He or she
would rather see an official COTA vehicle handle the transportation in these situations.
 Family inclusion arose as a concern as one participant asked if vehicles will include car
seats for children; especially for mothers and fathers who must leave their homes hours
earlier to arrive at childcare and places of employment on time. Another participant
asked about potential partnerships with childcare providers. The NextGen team
acknowledged their concerns and mentioned that there are pilot programs at Easton and
Linden where parents can drop off their children and take a bus or vehicle directly to
work.
The meeting concluded with a discussion on the locations of job-focused circulators in
Rickenbacker and New Albany.

Comment Forms
Three (3) map comment sheets and one general feedback form were returned.
One participant was concerned about the first/last mile issue; making it ‘simple’ to ride the bus
for first time users; having child friendly vehicles, and safety once you’ve left the bus.
Participant
"Possible Today" Corridor

1

2

3

RANK

A) E. Main

2

1

2

2

B) N. High

3

3

3

3

C) Franklinton-Columbus State

1

2

1

1

2

3

TOTAL

X

X

2

Participant
Successful Tomorrow or Viable with Growth
Corridors

1

D) Cleveland (CMAX Upgrade)

0

E) E. Livingston
F) E. Broad

X
X

G) Whittier/Alum Creek
H) W. Broad

X
X

I) 3rd/Railroad (Downtown-Polaris)

1
X

2

X

2
0

J) 5th (Grandview-CMH)
K) James/Stelzer (Eastland-Easton)

1

X

1
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L) E. 5th/Stelzer (Downtown-CMH-Easton)

0

M) Newark Commuter Rail

0

Project Team Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Mike Bradley, Vice President, COTA Planning and Service Development
Mike McCann, COTA Director of Planning
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
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City of Columbus Officials Targeted Stakeholder Workshop,
Phase #3
February 16, 2017, 12:30-2pm
William G. Porter Board Room, COTA William J. Lhota Building

Meeting Summary
Participants
There were 13 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an update on the NextGen project
Solicit feedback on potential high-capacity corridors for transit investment

Meeting Overview
Thomas Wittmann (Nelson/Nygaard) provided an overview of the NextGen project goals and
objectives and summarized the various data sources that have been reviewed to identify transit
needs. Thomas discussed the community vision for the future of public transportation in Central
Ohio, outlining potential opportunities for future growth and creative funding options. The 13
high-capacity corridors with the best potential for development were presented to participants
followed by the potential smart mobility options.

Meeting Discussion/Comments
The conversation began with a discussion on non-high-capacity transit services. Jennifer
Gallagher mentioned the conversations with car companies and the City of Columbus/COTA
who would like to make a big impact in providing first/last mile services. Mike Bradley supported
this idea with the understanding that this would be an opportunity to augment efforts rather than
compete with them. (i.e. Mercedes and Uber)
Mike McCann discussed COTA’s goal to reach 25 million riders by 2025. The City of Columbus
and COTA agreed that collaborating on filling the TSR gaps would be beneficial. Tom Timcho
agreed, adding that many Linden residents would like to see standards lowered for those
interested in driving for ride share companies and that working together could help all formulate
strong solutions.
Mike Bradley mentioned that paratransit vans are sold every four years due to wear-and-tear on
the vehicles but could be sold to other public agencies for one dollar each. The City of
Columbus offered to send Brandi Braun as a representative when these conversations occur to
coordinate next steps on the City’s behalf. The discuss then turned to the three “green” corridors
which are most possible today and the orange and blue corridors which may be successful
tomorrow or viable later with additional growth.


Jennifer Gallagher asked if two of the lines that travel east would dissolve if one of the
proposed lines went that direction. The NextGen team explained that they would not
keep all three, so yes. Steve thought that Main Street was attractive from a development
perspective which prompted Jennifer to ask how the choice is made if it isn’t made for
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ten years. The NextGen team explained that public meetings and feedback from
residents will help clarify priorities.
Elliott Doza outlines the need for development among orange routes while blue routes
require much less. Mike Bradley pointed out that mode and alignment do not get
finalized until the next study and that extensions could be considered later.
Jennifer Gallagher asked about potential partners and funding strategies. (Northwest
Corridor could involve NRI, OSU, hospitals, etc.) Thomas Wittmann agreed,
emphasizing that key support will be essential for every corridor.
Tom Timcho proposed the question of testing signal priorities with bus rapid transit
services. Thomas Wittmann talked about the branding of CBUS and how it helps with
community buy-in versus introducing more bus services.
Mike Bradley discussed the placement of articulated buses on High Street to ease bus
congestion.
Jennifer Gallagher asked that Curtis Stitt, Mike Bradley, and Mike McCann be included
in conversations with automakers on first/last mile services.
The conversation then pivoted to Smart Mobility Hubs and the Department of Energy’s
map of potential locations of charging stations.
The COTA team then explained their bid on a new park-and-ride construction that could
be a potential location for an electric vehicle charging station. Then Wi-Fi capabilities on
the CMAX buses were discussed. COTA explained that all buses are equipped with 4G
coverage but they are in search of a partner. They are hoping to leverage the Smart
Columbus initiative and their Wi-Fi sponsor.
The group then discussed plans for further development in NW Columbus and the need
for transit in this area. Mike Bradley agreed that this corridor should be made a priority
and wanted to work with the City on the transit planning and development.
Jennifer Gallagher also mentioned that the City is in the process of creating a brand and
vision for these transportation efforts and inviting COTA for review and input on these
outcomes.

The meeting concluded with Curtis Stitt explaining that COTA NextGen may not “wrap up,” as
this could just be the beginning of future endeavors and that transit is most effective when it is a
part of any plan from the beginning. Curtis wrapped up the meeting stressing the importance of
the City believing in the future development of the corridors and asking that all participants keep
the community’s goals in mind.

Comment Forms
Three map comment sheets and one general feedback form were returned.

Project Team Participants








Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arsenault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Curtis Stitt, President and CEO, COTA
Mike Bradley, Vice President, COTA Planning and Service Development
Mike McCann, COTA Director of Planning
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
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Appendix D.6 – Smart Columbus Linden
Summary
Smart Columbus Connects Linden
A Community Planning Event
Feb. 10 – 11, 2017
INTRODUCTION
Connects Linden CO-CREATE Innovation Sessions: A Community Planning Event
More than 170 Linden community residents shared their views and ideas regarding what will
make Linden a “smart” community as part of the Smart Columbus initiative. The two-day
community dialogue, branded as the “Smart Columbus Connects Linden” community planning
event, was held February 10 and 11, 2017 at St. Stephen’s Community House, 1500 E. 17th
Ave., Linden. Linden represents the Residential District in the Smart Columbus program.
The purpose and desired outcomes of these sessions were as follows:
Purpose:
•
•
•

Take the Smart Columbus conversation from “for” Linden to “with” Linden
Inspire imagination and build trust among Linden leaders and residents to enhance
ladders of opportunity through Smart Columbus
Solicit input that will shape concept of operations development for Smart Columbus
projects that directly affect Linden

Desired Outcomes:
• Community confidence that their input is being heard
• Generate user-centered feedback that assists planners and engineers
• Garner Smart Columbus advocates
Participants included representation from most of these targeted user groups in Linden: single
mothers, Generations X and Y, Millennials, Baby Boomers, families, workers, teens, people with
disabilities, advocacy groups that represent these audiences, business and community leaders,
pastors, educators, and “innovators” who could bring creative, valuable insight to the
conversations.
Information gathered during the two-day Connect Linden discussions, as well as discussions
with Linden leaders, community surveys, focus groups and other feedback, will be used by
Smart Columbus officials as guidance and insight to inform design projects that will be tested in
the Linden community. Ongoing engagement will continue throughout the duration of the fouryear Smart Columbus program.
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SUMMARY OF FRIDAY SESSION
Program Overview
The Friday session, held 6 – 8:30 p.m., provided the 170+ attendees an overview of the Smart
Columbus grant and what it will mean for the Linden community. When the doors opened at 5
p.m., guests were welcomed and invited to circulate among display tables staffed by Central
Ohio Transit Authority (COTA), American Electric Power (AEP), Celebrate One, Columbus State
Community College, Ohio Department of Transportation, Greater Columbus Arts Council, Uber,
Road to Success Academy, and Metro PCS.
Music played as participants signed in and met their local moderators, also community leaders,
at their tables. Representatives from the City of Columbus Department of Neighborhoods
served as note-takers.
At 6 pm, a local radio deejay officially welcomed the crowd and invited Michelle Mills, president
and CEO of St. Stephen’s Community House, to give the official welcome. This was followed by
a welcome from City Councilman Shannon Hardin. Rev. Kujenga Ashe provided the invocation.
Smart Columbus team member Yohannan Terrell explained the purpose of the two-day
sessions and played the Smart Columbus video, then invited Aparna Dial, Deputy Director, City
of Columbus Department of Public Service and program manager for Smart Columbus, to give
an overview. Once that was complete, Mr. Terrell instructed participants on how to work with the
moderator at their tables to discuss a series of questions.
Participants were given a 14-question printed survey about transportation and technology. Table
moderators then led discussions regarding Linden area transportation challenges and the
impact of those challenges on residents. After about an hour, facilitator Marie Keister asked
attendees to report the highlights of their discussions with the entire audience, and pose
questions to a Smart Columbus panel that included Ms. Dial; Ms. Mills; Rev. Ashe; Councilman
Hardin; Duane Bland, principal, Linden-McKinley STEM Academy; and Tannika Price, Moms2B.
At the end of the evening, participants were asked to submit their questionnaires; note-takers
also submitted summaries of each table discussion.

Key Themes
The Report Out focused on the first three questions of the survey, 1) What are your
transportation challenges and concerns, 2) How do these concerns affect your life, and 3)
Describe your current and ideal travel experiences in Linden?
These common themes emerged from the report out, questionnaires and the summaries of
notes taken at each table:
What Are Your Transportation Challenges and Concerns?
Residents struggle with inconveniences of using transit, such as multiple bus route transfers,
long periods waiting for a bus to arrive, lengthy commutes to and from destinations, and the cost
of monthly bus passes. First and last mile services are lacking in Linden and COTA bus stops
are too far away from riders’ homes, jobs and other destinations. Residents desire more
convenient transit service, including more connections within Linden, a crosstown route along
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Cleveland Avenue to Polaris, around the clock, 24-hour service and access to light rail that can
connect them with jobs outside of Linden. A universal payment card is needed for all forms of
transportation, which will address the inconvenience of having exact change to pay for bus
fares. While potential kiosks to plan and purchase travel services sound beneficial, especially to
purchase bus passes, there are concerns that personal information could be stolen or leave
people vulnerable to crime. Better access to city bike routes is needed along with bike racks in
public places. A focus on walkability within Linden is needed that serves seniors, the blind and
children, and includes improvements to sidewalks and lighting.
Safety is a big concern for Linden residents. This includes personal safety of single moms,
children and seniors riding COTA and walking home from a bus stop, and the physical safety of
residents who are afraid to ride a bicycle on congested city streets. Ridesharing services like
Uber and Lyft are generally not trusted in Linden. Some residents pointed out that they have
concerns about the cost of ride sharing services and more community education is needed.
Other existing transit services (provided by managed care companies) that shuttle residents to
doctors’ visits are not the most convenient with 48-hour notice required and then a wide window
for passenger pick-up. This often results in the traveler being late to the doctor, who in turn
cancels the appointment. Another concern is pollution. Residents cited air pollution as a threat
and are concerned with the emissions from nearby factories and pollution caused by vehicular
use.
How Do These Transportation Concerns Affect Your Life?
First and foremost, Linden residents are concerned about their personal safety which affects all
aspects of their lives. They are also concerned about the safety of their friends and neighbors
and the safety of routes to and from schools. There is a lack of street lighting, connected
sidewalks and bike paths/routes in Linden. Residents are also concerned about the quality of
life in Linden. There are very few places were residents can access grocery stores and fresh
foods. Too many babies are dying. The lack of efficient, safe, and reliable transportation in
Linden affects all lives.
Describe Your Current and Ideal Travel Experiences in Linden
Linden residents currently regard their travel experience as stressful, unsafe and inconvenient.
In an ideal world residents said they would prefer to use a combination of walking, bicycling and
public transit (i.e. buses and light rail) to get where they need to go. An effective transportation
is interrelated to many issues that need to be addressed. As one participant mentioned, “there
just isn’t enough time to do everything in a day and get to where you need to go.” These issues
include needing better access to jobs outside of Linden, long term jobs located in Linden, job
training for residents looking for jobs, better access to healthcare for pregnant moms, 24-hour
daycare, and improved shopping, dining and other commercial services in Linden.

Printed Survey Responses
A total of 71 surveys were collected; it should be noted that not everyone answered all the
questions, and the findings, expressed below in percentages, should not be considered a
statistically representative sampling of the Linden population. This qualitative feedback will be
further explored and tested in follow up focus groups and an online survey to determine if
common themes continue to emerge.
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Question 1
Participants were provided a list of 25 transportation challenges and concerns and asked if they
“have any transportation challenges or concerns today.” Questions ranged from “I don’t own a
car” to “I am afraid to ride my bike on city streets” and included two options for “other” or openended responses. Respondents were also offered a potential response of “I have no challenges
or concerns.”
Of those that responded, the highest ranked transportation challenges and concerns include not
wanting to take the bus because of the duration of trip, the distance between home and the
desired destination, and concern about vehicular accidents involving bicyclist and pedestrians.

Rank

Transportation Challenge or Concern

% of
Respondents

#1

I don’t take the bus because it takes too long to get to my
destination

48%

#1

It is too far to walk from home to where I want to go

48%

#1

I am concerned about vehicles hitting bikes and/or people

48%

#4

Driving cars can contribute to air pollution/lower air quality

32%

#4

It is not safe to walk from home to where I want to go

32%

#6

I am afraid to ride my bike on city streets

31%

#7

I don’t own a car

30%

#8

I don’t take the bus because the bus doesn’t come by often
enough to fit my schedule

28%

#9

I don’t take the bus because the bus stop is too far away from
me

24%

#9

I am unable to afford services like a taxi, Uber or Lyft

24%

Note: Percentages are based on 71 respondents
Of the 17 open ended comments collected, respondents were most concerned about poor street
lighting, security concerns, and issues with inefficient or inconvenient bus routes and bus stop
locations.
Question 2
Based on the list of challenges and issues from Question 1, correspondents were asked, “How
does that affect your life?”
Of those that answered, the responses were more evenly divided, with a desire to use bus
service that runs more frequently narrowly being the top answer, followed closely by four
responses tied at 24% about obstacles faced by Linden area residents. The remaining
responses were also closely grouped, appearing to indicate there is no one, overriding impact
that local residents see from existing transit service.
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Rank

Impact of Transportation Challenge or Concern

% of
Respondents

#1

Makes me want access to more bus service that runs more often

25%

#2

Makes me stay home more

24%

#2

Makes it difficult for my family to get everywhere they need to go

24%

#2

Makes me want an easier way to pay for bus fare

24%

#2

24%

#6

Makes me want to find a way to get around more safely when I
walk
Makes me feel anxious or nervous

#7

Makes me want to find ways to get around without a car

20%

#7

Makes me want to find a way to get around more safely when I
ride a bike

20%

#9

Makes me late to my job/my appointments

18%

#9

Makes me miss work/my appointments

18%

#9

Makes me want to get a car that pollutes less/has lower carbon
emissions

18%

21%

Note: Percentages are based on 71 respondents; multiple responses were allowed
Of the 11 open ended comments collected, respondents were most concerned about safety,
lack of access to bicycle routes or buses to access jobs and education, lack of seating at bus
stops and/or poorly located bus stops. Also mentioned were the negative impacts of speeding
traffic bypassing local businesses, a desire for more bus service on weekends, and encouraging
more companies to provide COTA passes.
Question 3
Linden residents were given four statements and asked to finish or fill in the blanks to complete
these statements. The first statement asked the respondents for their typical travel plans,
including: 1) destination, 2) purpose of trip, 3) time of day of trip and 4) mode for trip. The top
travel destinations included: work (18%), a specific location (i.e. Linden, OSU) (14%), and
store/grocery (10%); while the purpose of these trips was for: work (30%), education (11%) and
shopping (10%). Linden residents responded that their trips typically occur in the morning
(38%), afternoon (15%), and evening (15%); and that these trips utilize an automobile (28%),
COTA bus (18%) and/or carpooling with others (4%).
The second statement asked correspondents about their typical travel plans, including: 1) trip
length (minutes), 2) trip experience, and 3) how they feel about the trip. The average travel time
for those that responded is 34 minutes. Length of travel time varies but the highest three
recorded include 15 minute trips (11%), 30 minute trips (7%) and 10 minute trips (7%). The
overall travel experience was mixed and noted as being stressful (30%), smooth (18%) and just
OK (6%). Respondents were asked how they felt about their trip but no common theme
emerged (21%).
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The third statement asked Linden residents about their preferred transportation mode for trips.
Ideally, residents preferred destinations reachable by automobile (32%), bus (14%) and via
carpooling (7%). It should be noted that an additional 12% of respondents would also utilize
combined or all modes of transportation.
The final statement asked respondents what might be needed or wanted to make these ideal
trips happen. Respondents provided several different responses and no common themes were
observed (23%), although 13% would like to have more efficient/frequent routes and bus stops
and 11% would need an automobile.
Question 4
Participants were asked “how do you currently get information about COTA bus service, shared
services (taxi, Uber, Lyft), car2go, and/or bicycling in Columbus?” Of the responses received,
most participants get information about COTA by navigating to COTA’s website (23%), using
their smartphone (15%), and calling COTA’s customer service hotline (7%).
How Linden Residents Get Transportation Information

% of Respondents

Website

23%

Smartphone

15%

Call customer service

7%

Other

4%

Public meetings

3%

Google Maps

3%

COTA brochures

3%

Newspaper

1%

Word of mouth

1%

Question 5
Participants were next asked about how they currently pay for these services if they use them.
Of the responses received most pay with cash (34%), followed by credit card (15%) and debit
card (11%). Following in descending order were paying by other means (6%), invoice (1%),
student ID (1%) and through an “app” (1%). It should be noted that COTA requires a cash fare
or a monthly pass that can be purchased with cash or credit cards, although it plans to introduce
a new fare payment system later in 2017.
How Linden Residents Currently Pay for These Services

% of Respondents

Cash

34%

Credit card

15%

Debit card

11%

Other

6%

Monthly invoice

1%
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Student ID

1%

App

1%

Question 6
Linden area participants were then asked: “Would you be interested in finding information for
these transportation options and paying for them all in one place – either online, on your phone,
or at a kiosk at a centrally located travel center?” Of the participants who responded, 30 (42%)
said “Yes,” while four (6%) answered “No.”
Of those who responded “Yes,” 14 (20%) cited convenience or ease of use when asked why
they are interested. Nine (13%) cited “other” reasons, while 12 participants did not respond.
Interestingly, safety around a ticketing kiosk was a concern of three (4%) participants. Among
those who said “No” to the question about using a kiosk or other form of payment, only one
participant said they don’t trust on-line payment, while another stated they are already aware of
other payment options. Two participants did not respond.
Question 7
Participants were presented with a possible option “to install a safety device in your car that
would help the car avoid crashes with other vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians. The device
does not transmit any of your personal information. Would you be interested in having one
installed in your car?” Of the those who responded, 30 (42%) said “Yes,” while 11 (15%)
answered “No.”
Of those who responded “Yes,” 13 (18%) saw this option as improving safety, while 11 (15%)
did not give a reason. Others mentioned that it would be beneficial or a good idea, though some
did not own a vehicle. For those who responded “No” to this option, most did not give a
response or no major theme was discovered, although on Saturday several expressed concerns
about privacy. A few other comments of interest were received from Linden residents and
include:
•
•
•

There needs to be more attention paid to road and intersection safety.
Need more info on how devices work before deciding.
How can Smart Columbus be used to leverage sustainable change on issues like tire
disposal, better sidewalks, and guarded bike lanes.

Question 8
Correspondents were asked “if they thought that adding ‘Smart Mobility Hubs’ to access transit,
bicycles and other transportation services in central locations is a good idea?” Of the
correspondents who responded, 39 (55%) said “Yes,” while 2 (3%) answered “No.”
When asked why they said “Yes,” 22 (31%) of the respondents indicated this would benefit
many Linden area residents, provide a multitude of transportation options, encourage safety,
increase transportation usage, and improve traffic congestion. Others favored the option as
convenient and something they could use at their leisure. Of the two who said “No” to this
option, one felt it would not be accessible to people with disabilities while the other response
gave no reason. General comments of interest include:
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•
•
•
•

What do the hubs consist of?
Will there be bike lanes?
Will you find out where most Linden residents travel?
Good to have more environmentally-friendly buses, but if bus routes aren’t efficient it
isn’t helpful.

Question 9
Linden residents were asked “if they would favor ‘Smart Streetlights’ that could include access
to free Wi-Fi around the streetlights. Once you log on with your smartphone or computer, you
would be able to access data and the Internet for free.” Of the residents who responded, 37
(52%) said “Yes,” while one (1%) answered “No.”
Nine (13%) of the residents who said “Yes” did not give a response why they chose their answer
but most respondents (39%) did see and favor benefits stemming from this option. These ideas
benefit those without internet or Wi-Fi, enhances existing Wi-Fi, benefits school children,
strengthens communication connectivity, creates a safer community, allows for multi-tasking,
improves mobility and existing street lighting and is generally a good idea. The only response
against this idea expressed concern that these ‘Smart Streetlights’ would bring unwanted
crowds on street corners. A few other comments of interest received from participants include:
•
•
•
•

Concerned about the distance of the Wi-Fi because kids hang out in parking lots at
night.
Not sure people would use a computer at a smart streetlight as phones have the
internet.
Concerned about attracting crowds at street corners, some for the good, and others for
the worse.
Yes, because not all have a cell phone or cable carrier but most have internet access.

Question 10
Participants were asked “if they would favor smart phone ’apps’ that you could download to your
phone to make travel arrangements and pay for them.” Of the participants who responded, 33
(46%) said “Yes,” while four (6%) answered “No.”
Of those who said “Yes,” most (31%) see a downloadable “app” as a convenient, no-cashneeded option. Others say apps would improve safety and are available in other cities. An
additional 11 participants (15%) did not give a reason why they said “Yes.” On those that replied
“No,” two mentioned that apps already do this function being described, another did not have a
smartphone and one did not give a reason. A few other comments of interest were received and
include:
•
•

How many people in Linden have bank accounts?
How many use payment systems?

Question 11
Correspondents were asked “Do you currently have access to the Internet?” Of the participants
who responded, 42 (59%) said “Yes,” while four (6%) answered “No.”
Of those who said “Yes,” most stated they had access to either a smartphone (39%), computer
(34%) or tablet (8%). Among those that replied with a “No” response, two stated that they
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access the Internet at the library and two others did not give a reason for their response. One
asked, “Who will pay for this service [access to internet]?”
Question 12
Linden residents were asked “what unique needs or issues specific to the Linden neighborhood
should be considered?” A variety of responses were given for unique needs and grouped into
nine main categories, shown in the following table.
Linden Resident Needs

% of Respondents

Improved physical infrastructure (roads, lighting, sidewalks,
beautification, etc.)
Economic support

14%

Improved safety

10%

Community services

10%

Better education

7%

Improved COTA services

6%

Remove abandoned homes/buildings

4%

Civic improvements

4%

Improved technology

4%

11%

As to what Linden residents see as significant issues, infrequent midday COTA routes and
shuttered businesses were mentioned, each by single respondents. Other interesting
suggestions included a reward system (of transportation credits) for completing job training
programs, and creation of a crime stopper app.
Question 13
Participants were asked if they would like to stay involved? Of those that responded, 25 (35%)
replied “Yes.”
Question14
Finally, participants were asked “to provide any other comments” and 10 comments were
collected and sorted into six categories listed below.
Approved of project
• This is a good start!
• Thank you for being in Linden!
• Excited for opportunities
Uber service ideas
• Likes the idea of a community Uber program
• Urge Uber to lower the vehicle requirements for people in Linden to help with first and
last mile travel and transportation to and from school activities
Internet access needs
• We need viable internet access
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•

We need strong technical infrastructure as computers do not work well in Linden

Approves of Smart Columbus project
• COTA service is excellent
Technical education needed
• Energy audits are needed for Linden homes. Residents could in trained in solar
tech/installation.
Concerned about benefit
• Concerned these improvements should be only for Linden residents and no other
demographic groups.

SUMMARY OF SATURDAY SESSIONS
Program Overview
Saturday’s two working sessions gave the approximately 100 participants an opportunity to
have more in-depth dialogue about specific Linden-focused projects such as:
• Mobility Assistance for People with Cognitive Disabilities
• Multi-Modal Trip Planning
• Common Payment Systems
• Connected Vehicle Environments
• Smart Mobility Hubs
• Smart Street Lighting
About 60 participants attended the morning session; the afternoon session had about 40
participants. Each session was kicked off with a few words of welcome from Mr. Terrell and
Marie Keister, followed by an invocation. Ms. Keister then broke the groups into three and
directed the three groups how to proceed to the three discussion areas, which included: Smart
Apps, Connected Vehicles, and Smart Infrastructure, including Smart Mobility Hubs and Smart
Street Lighting. After about 35 minutes, groups were notified to move to the next discussion
station. This allowed all participants to cover three topic areas.
Each of the sessions were led by a project team engineer and included an accompanying
printed survey. Moderators helped keep the conversations on track and took notes. A total of 68
surveys were collected and used a basis for the key finding and percentages in the data
analysis. As noted above, this should be considered qualitative input and not statistically
representative of the entire Linden population.

Report Out Summary
Following the morning and afternoon sessions participants were invited share their thoughts on
what they had learned in a moderated discussion or “Report Out” to the entire group. A
combined summary of these discussions follows.
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Interest in Innovations
Residents applauded the Smart Columbus initiative; one participant even linked this effort as an
example of migration to Columbus because of its forward-thinking attitude and new ideas. While
many new ideas were explored, many of the participants were interested in a smart multi-pass
card that would allow for a single payment for a trip with multi-modal options between public
transit and ridesharing services like Uber. The card could potentially eliminate having to pay
with exact change, transfers and for riders to switch apps between COTA and a rideshare like
Uber. Participants also liked the safety features of the connected transportation network device
that could be installed on vehicles which could make for safer trips and fewer accidents. Some
participants mentioned they would prefer an Uber-like system in Linden utilizing local drivers,
the inclusion of Wi-Fi for all of Linden, and proposed franchising of charging stations for
residents. Linden residents would like to try new technologies while also addressing basic
needs by incorporating classroom spaces and fresh food markets alongside mobility hubs.
Concerns
Some residents were concerned with personal information being stolen or used in an unwanted
way with the smart payment cards and kiosks. Other participants mentioned that youth or others
using the free Wi-Fi on street corners or hubs could potentially be harassed by the police,
residents and gangs. There were also concerns about personal privacy of location-based apps
and COTA cutting or moving bus routes in Linden.
Sustainability
Linden residents understand that the Smart Columbus funding will only last for a few years and
that sustainable options are desired. Participants see education as a vital part of having their
community benefit over the longer term, and would like to see an investment in educating
residents along with the brick and mortar, digital and information cloud investments.
At the conclusion of the morning session, Mayor Andrew Ginther and Councilwoman Pricilla
Tyson thanked the participants for their feedback and said they would take it into consider as
Smart Columbus develops further. They also reiterated the need to work on long tern funding
and future investments for sustainable growth in Linden.

Printed Survey Responses – Smart Apps
Of the 68 total surveys collected on Saturday, 14 participants (21%) did not provide an answer
to any of the eight questions on the Smart Apps survey. It should be noted that some
participants gave more than one response to a question and not every participant answered all
the questions.
Question 1
Participants were asked “what travel service are you interested in using?” Of the 109 individual
responses received (multiple responses were allowed), most participants were interested in
riding COTA bus services (53%), riding a bicycle (29%) and utilizing car2go (19%). Two
proposed ideas of interest include a free Linden circulator transit service and grocery delivery,
and a build your own bike loan program.
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Desired Travel Services

% of Respondents

COTA

33%

Bicycle

18%

car2go

12%

Uber

10%

Car

8%

Lyft

8%

Taxi

3%

Walking

3%

Other

2%

Light rail

2%

Carpool

1%

Question 2
Correspondents were asked “how do you currently get information about these services if you
use them today?” Of the 65 individual responses, most get their information from the
internet/website (28%), smartphone/apps (15%), and Google maps (15%).
How Transit Service
Information is Obtained

% of Respondents

Internet/website

28%

Smartphone/apps

15%

Google maps

15%

COTA schedules

7%

Calling information

6%

Social service agency

4%

Other

4%

COTA info center

3%

Public meetings

3%

Email

3%

Columbus biking page

1%

Question 3
Linden residents were asked “how would you like to get information?” Of the 72 individual
responses, most residents would like to get their information from a phone/app (53%), or a kiosk
(25%).
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Preference on How
Information is Obtained

% of Respondents

Smartphone/app

53%

Kiosk

25%

Text alerts

9%

Paper version

7%

Signage

7%

Information Center

3%

Other

1%

Question 4
Participants were asked “what are the obstacles to getting all information in one place?” Of the
38 individual responses, most participants mentioned that a lack of Wi-Fi access (18%),
kiosks/information centers (9%), and inter-business cooperation are the highest reasons why
there are obstacles.
Obstacles

% of Respondents

No Wi-Fi access

18%

No kiosks/physical info centers

9%

Lack of inter-company cooperation

9%

Fees

7%

Lack of multi-lingual options

4%

No smartphone

4%

Not enough options

3%

No app

1%

Question 5
Correspondents were asked “what information is most important?” Of the 67 responses, the
most important information included costs (21%), real-time alerts (19%), and “how-to education”
(18%).
Most Important Information

% of Respondents

Costs

21%

Real-time Alerts

19%

"How-to" Education

18%

Services/Alternate Transportation Options

13%

Routes

7%

Easy to find/convenient

6%

Weather Conditions

6%
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Safety

4%

Alternate Transportation Options

4%

Question 6
Linden residents were asked “how do you currently pay for these services if you use them
today?” Of the 53 individual responses, most residents currently pay for these services today
with a credit card (25%), debit card (25%), or cash (22%).
How Transportation
Services are Paid for
Today

% of Respondents

Credit card

25%

Debit card

25%

Cash

22%

App

3%

Payroll deductions

1%

Other

1%

Question 7
Participants were asked “how do you want to pay for these services?” Of the 48 individual
responses received, most participants would like to pay for these services with a universal
payment method (24%), debit card (12%), or credit card (10%).
Payment Preference

% of Respondents

Catch-all payment method

24%

Debit card

12%

Credit card

10%

Cash

10%

App

10%

Kiosk

4%

Participants were also asked “what are the obstacles?” Of the 12 responses received, obstacles
include the lack of a universal payment method (5 responses), lack of discounts (2 responses),
lack of Wi-Fi (2 responses), education (2 responses), and lack of a load program (1 response).
Question 8
Correspondents were asked “Of the sample apps you’ve seen today, what features do you
like/not like and why?” Of the 26 individual responses received, most would like the
transportation logistics and real time user information (9%). A variety of other responses were
give and are shown below. One correspondent shared that they did not like having to pay by a
third party or the tracking of user data.
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Best App Features

% of Respondents

Transportation logistics/real time data

9%

Other response

7%

Government to government integration

3%

CoGo

1%

Multi-modal

1%

PCI

1%

ECO

1%

car2go

1%

All

1%

Ease of use

1%

Google

1%

Wi-Fi lights

1%

Universal access

1%

Opportunities with Linden businesses

1%

App User Survey
During the Social Apps Innovation session, Linden residents were also asked to complete an
app user survey to prioritize their top three app needs and choices. Some only chose one
response while others prioritized four, or all, of the options. Sixty user needs surveys were
collected, ranked and shown below.
Rank

Ranking of User Needs

#1

Access to real-time transportation options info (transit, bike share, ride shares)

#2

Ease of use

#3

Access to information on scheduled transportation services

#4

Accommodate unbanked users

#5

Privacy of information (*PCI compliance)

#6

Accessibility (standards for interaction)

#7

Register a preference of mode of travel (price, number of travelers, duration, type,
accessibility)

#8

Allow payment by third party

#9

Allow for future Government to Government integration
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Printed Survey Responses – Connected Vehicles
Of the 68 total surveys collected on Saturday, 26 participants (38%) did not provide an answer
to any of the four questions on the Connected Vehicles survey. Some participants gave more
than one response to a question and not every participant answered all the questions.
Question 1
Participants were asked “when you travel, do you have safety concerns; and if so, what are
they?” Of the 56 individual responses, most had concerns about reckless drivers (18%), lack of
pedestrian crossings (16%) and bicyclists (13%).
Potential Travel Services

% of Respondents

Reckless drivers

18%

Lack of pedestrian crossings

16%

Bicyclists

13%

Yes, then unspecified

9%

Lack of signals

7%

Theft/crime

6%

Lighting

4%

COTA

3%

Potholes/road condition

3%

Drunk drivers

1%

Weather

1%

Question 2
Correspondents were asked “do you ever worry about crashing into cars, buses, bicyclists or
pedestrians; and if so, why?” Of the 40 individual responses, most mentioned that, yes (35%),
they do worry about crashes but did not elaborate why. Another 14% did not respond, 6% were
worried about delayed travel, 5% said “no” and 2% said they’d stick to sidewalks.
Residents were also asked “how does that (worry of crashing) affect how you travel?” Of the 16
individual responses collected, seven said their trip would be delayed, four would have added
stress, three would be concerned about the cost of damage, and two residents said this would
limit their transportation choices.
Question 3
Linden residents were asked “would you be interested in having a device like this installed on
your vehicle to improve your safety and that of others?” Of the 23 individual responses, most
mentioned that, yes (35%), they would be interested in a device that would improve safety. Only
2 residents that responded would not want the device installed, while a third was concerned it
might be distracting. Residents were also asked “why they might want this device installed?”
Twelve responses were collected and include safety (4 responses), technology (3 responses),
cost (3 responses), and one said no.
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Question 4
Participants were asked “what functions do you need and/or want?” Of the 32 individual
responses, most participants want more traffic safety (10%), and another 10% would like to see
more testing opportunities and user benefits. A complete list of responses is shown below.
Potential Travel Services

% of Respondents

More traffic safety

10%

Test-user opportunity/benefits

10%

Non-driving alternatives

8%

Weather features

8%

Wider bike lanes

6%

Assurance of user privacy

6%

Energy efficiency

4%

Phone/device chargers

4%

Disability features

4%

Bike attachment

2%

Wider streets

2%

Printed Survey Responses – Smart Infrastructure
Of the 68 total surveys collected on Saturday, 28 participants (41%) did not provide an answer
to any of the four questions on the Smart Infrastructure survey. However, participants provided
input during two different mapping activities which may explain why nearly half of this comment
form wasn’t completed. Some participants gave more than one response to a question and not
every participant answered all the questions.
Question 1
Participants were given a map of lighting options and asked “what areas are your priority and
why?” Of the 18 individual responses, four respondents wanted to see street lighting near
schools and bus routes, four wanted a specific location in Linden, three said public areas two
asked that all of Linden have street lights, two in dense residential areas, two in recreation
centers, and one requested lights be put in high crime areas. None of the residents mentioned
why these areas should be a specific priority.
Question 2
Correspondents were asked “would you or other Linden residents use the free Wi-Fi (keeping in
mind it may not be able to go everywhere)?” Of those that responded, 30 correspondents (44%)
said they would use the free Wi-Fi.
Question 3
Linden residents were given a map and asked “where is Wi-Fi is needed the most?” Of the 23
individual responses received, most residents would like to see Wi-Fi throughout many location
in Linden. A complete list of responses is shown below.
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Where is Wi-Fi needed?

% of Respondents

All of Linden

6%

Commercial areas

4%

Residential areas

4%

Cleveland Ave

4%

Schools

3%

Bus stops

3%

Medical centers

1%

High bicycle areas

1%

Community centers

1%

Major intersections

1%

Joyce Ave

1%

11th Ave

1%

Question 4
Participants were asked “what types of transportation do you want at one centralized location, or
Smart Mobility Hub, in order of priority?” Most of the participants did not prioritize their
responses so the results were instead tallied and ranked. Of the 149 individual responses
received, most participants would like to see more transit options like the COTA CMAX (bus
rapid transit) (46%) and more local COTA bus service (43%).

Rank

Transportation Desired in One Location

% of
Respondents

#1

COTA CMAX - bus rapid transit

46%

#2

More local COTA bus service

43%

#3

Uber or Lyft

29%

#4

CoGo (Shared bike system)

26%

#5

Electric car charging stations

25%

#6

car2go

22%

#7

Taxi service

19%

#8

Other

6%

#9

None of the above

3%

Question 5
Correspondents were given a map and asked “where would you locate these Smart Mobility
Hubs?” Of the 19 responses, no major theme was found, except that they included locations
across Linden. A complete list of responses is shown below.
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Where should Smart Mobility Hubs be
Located?

% of Respondents

Community center

4%

Library

3%

Joyce Ave.

3%

McGuffy

3%

Every two streets

1%

Oakland Park

1%

Rec centers

1%

Major intersections

1%

Central Linden

1%

Milo-Grogan

1%

17th Ave

1%

11th Ave

1%

Cleveland Ave

1%

Westerville Rd

1%

Question 6
Linden residents were asked “would you be interested in finding information and paying for all
these transportation options in one place – either online, on your phone, or at a kiosk at a
centrally located travel center?” Of the 23 individual responses received, most said “yes” (32%)
and one resident said “no”. Nine reasons were given why they think this and include
accessibility (6 responses), and convenience (3 responses).
Smart Lighting and Mobility Hub Mapping
In addition to the printed surveys, participants in the Smart Infrastructure discussions were
provided maps of the Linden area and asked to indicate where they thought smart street lights
and smart mobility hubs should be located. Residents also provided written comments on
features of the smart mobility hubs, other desired transit service, and comments about these
services.
Overall, participants would like to see Smart Lighting at schools (17 responses) and along
Cleveland Ave (11 responses). Wi-Fi enabled lighting is also recommended along Weber Rd (5
responses), Hudson St (5 responses), at community recreation and comment centers (4
responses), bus stops and mobility hubs (4 responses), parks (3 responses), dense populated
areas (3 responses) and along Joyce Ave/17th (3 responses). Eight other areas received one
response each and include: Cooke Rd, Myrtle Ave, Genesee Ave, Minnesota Ave, Hamilton Rd,
Northern Lights, all of Linden and in all alleys.
Linden residents prefer that Smart Mobility Hubs are located at Oakland Park Ave and
McGuffey Rd (5 responses) and at St. Stephens (4 responses). Schools and the intersection of
Cleveland Ave and Myrtle Ave both receive 2 responses each. Sixteen other responses were
recorded, each with one response, and include: Cleveland/17th, Cleveland/Duxberry,
Cleveland/Hudson, Hudson/McGuffey, Joyce/26th, Joyce/Hudson, Oakland Park/Maize,
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Brittan Hills, Milo-Grogan, Northern Lights, Kroger, the welfare office, libraries, Audubon Park,
Windsor Park, and at an abandoned building at 2485 Cleveland Ave. This exercise also found
that participants would like for Smart Mobility Hubs to include; Wi-Fi, 24 Hour services, 3-Minute
hubs, security, bike share, Car2Go, latchkey services, COTA CMAX, multiple transit options,
fresh food markets, classroom and a car and bicycle hub. Respondents also mentioned that
they would like to see light rail/streetcars (3 responses), 24-hour bus services and a local bus
route on Cleveland Ave.
Finally, participants provided several general comments about these services. Linden residents
would like to have a centralized transit hub for COTA bus connections (5 comments), and Smart
Hubs should not block existing sidewalks (2 comments). Seven other comments were recorded
with suggestions to Smart Lighting. These range from spreading Wi-Fi to the community to the
brightness of the LED lightbulbs.

Subject Matter Expert and Moderator Takeaways
Many of the same concerns (safety, long commutes, lack of technology, and sustainability) were
also heard by the project moderators and subject matter experts, along with these additional
observations and takeaways.
Linden residents have privacy concerns with the technology, specifically with the connected
vehicles device and information at kiosks. The cost of paying for the connected vehicle device
and services requiring a credit card like car2go are also issues. Regarding Smart Street Lights,
residents would prefer Wi-Fi along Cleveland Avenue rather than Hudson; and there is a great
deal of interest in this project supplying Wi-Fi to the entire Linden residential community. In
general, Wi-Fi usage only under streetlights may not be the most practical solution; instead they
could be repurposed at bus stops or on buses so transit riders could check bus times and
routes, etc. There is also a desire for multiple Smart hubs instead of just two proposed hubs.
Participants were also concerned about the first/last mile distance between hub and bus stops,
and utilizing “brighter” LED lights throughout Linden, with projects prioritized by crime statistics
and school locations. This leads to potential concerns of divisions in the neighborhood -focusing all the resources from this project in particular areas of Linden while potentially ignoring
other areas of the neighborhood.
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Appendix D.7 – Compendium of Online
Survey Comments
General Comments for Service Improvements by Area
Subarea

Comment

Northwest

5th x Northwest could probably use another high-frequency route

Northeast
Southeast

7 days a week and later times are important to me, though I understand many buses will end up not having
riders. Additional connections to Dublin and/or Polaris are also very useful.
89 going into Groveport or futher to Lockbourne would be great especially on sundays

Southwest

89 going into groveport would be nice

Northwest

A better commuter express service between populated burbs to the Campus area and downtown.

Southwest

Northeast

A bus line from the community center extended to Lake Darby Estate will allow the rest of Franklin County to be
involved in the area activities. Even a stop at darby Creek Road would be a nice safety feature because we
have no sidewalks from our neighborhood to the parks.
A city this big needs rapid transit

Southwest

A Hilliard/Westside/Grove City route would be helpful.

Northeast

Northeast

A light rail up and down High Street from German Village to Clintonville (Morse Rd.) would impact so many, and
would be so great for business.
a monorail line down broad street that can get people where they need to go without getting stopped by car
traffic
a monorail system on broad street and high street to get people where they need to go safely as well as a
monorail to Rickenbacker airport
a monorail system would be safe and cost less time, money, and space to build

Northeast

A route is needed along Shrock Rd

Northwest

a safe, fast monorail that could bypass any problems on the street and not hit vehicles or people in the streets

Northeast

A system similar to what is currently available in Portland is something that I believe is very doable in Columbus.
Our city core is growing but this is a very large metro area with people in the suburbs and downtown
neighborhoods that need connecting. I can't tell you how much I hear "Ahh i'd love to go to Easton for
drinks/dinner but I don't feel like driving." A rail/street car changes that and further connects our communities.
A+ love all of the improvements!

Southwest
Southeast

Northeast
Northwest
Northwest

Northwest

Southeast
Northeast

Southwest
Northeast
Northeast

Add more traffic to the roads is not going to improve anything - especially if people don't know about or if the
commute times are worse than driving their own cars.
All day between Dublin and OSU, and Columbus sounds great. One of my key use cases would be when
traveling downtown, as I hate parking there. Curious if "peak" would include weekends, for Polaris. This is an
approximation of my commute on weekdays, and would open up shopping opportunities on weekends, when I
would be even more willing to avoid traffic and more willing to go out if not driving (Sawmill on Saturday
afternoon - yuck!). It is important to provide "lateral" movement between urban centers (not always via
downtown). Also, I happen to (presently) live nearly dead center of the right half of Dublin circulator loop, actually
not far from stops discontinued in late 2015, so I am very interested in seeing "last mile" integration, for those of
us who can't yet afford the trendy areas seeing all the development, yet still want to patronize and support public
transit. (Bus stop moved from <5 min distance to 15 - 20, making only hobby/leisure excursions practical)
All I would say is that I believe a light rail corridor along High Street up to Worthington would be ideal (similar to
the MUNI San Francisco T-3rd Street or N-Judah Lines). I think that will actually help ease pressure on parallel
streets as well (such as Indianola Avenue or even Olentangy River Road)
All of this is great. Frequent, fast, on time bus lines are necessary. Short of light rail.
An area of heavy transit use already, it would seem this area is the biggest winner - it would seem appropriately
so. For those residents, particularly older adults and those with personal mobility challenges who will now be
further from bus stops/lines as a result of the straightening and realignments, are there other accommodations
that can be made to assist them?
An off hours route for Hilliard Rome to OSU Medical Center would be nice for the typical 7a-7p workers. Pickup
times at Hilliard Rome at ya, 615a and 630a and pickup times at OSU at 730p, 745p and 8p.
Another bus on Sunbury Road during the day? Please? We only get a bus at 630am and once pm. If I could use
the bus I'd prefer it over driving.
Any opportunity to enhance the travel options from the Airport to the downtown/OSU campus area should take
priority. It will not only make travel for our local citizens more accessible, but also improve the experience of
those visiting our home town, thus leaving them with a positive impression.
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Subarea
Northeast

Northeast
Northeast
Northwest

Comment
Any plan should include increased focus on improving what currently exists, such as cleaner buses, working with
city to have crosswalks installed at park and rides and other high-density or unsafe stops, and decreasing the
number of "no show" buses.
Any possible way to get rail would be best. Once there is an accident on the highway, which is everyday, it backs
up traffic horribly. Rail would avoid this though.
Anything to help with commuters travelling downtown would be ideal. Polaris to downtown is perfect.

Northeast

Anything you can do to improve efficiency of routes will make more people ride- real-time updates, higher
frequency, congestion proof transportation, etc. Doesn't have to be a street car, just needs to be not impacted by
rush hour car traffic patterns and be VERY reliable. People can't risk being late to their jobs.
Are there plans to provide routes outside the outerbelt, to (for example) Powell? Transport in traffic-dense urban
areas is most important but maybe routes in these areas could cut down on traffic and provide accessibility
downtown on a better timeframe.
As a west sider and cyclists, I know many of us bike from place to place and use buses to get across town.
Please invest in bicycle infrastructure at bus terminals to make this transportation option easier/ more efficient.
Also, new larger buses should have bike hooks on board. This is very popular in other cities such as Portland.
As a Westerville resident, I'd love to see a circulator. I think it would be leveraged if positioned and planned well.

Northwest

Better access to OSU. CABS is terrible!! Busline on Hague ave

Northwest

Better connections to Ohio State

Northwest

Better routes to Grandview. A lot of young professionals who would love to use public transportation should
there be convenient options.
Both the TSR and NextGen shortchange the South Side, with *none* of the improved routes running south of
Whittier between Lockbourne and High, and drastic cuts to both number of routes and frequency in an alreadystruggling neighborhood.
bring back stops that will be changing may 1st to go through german village and merion village

Northwest

Southwest

Southeast

Southeast
Northeast

Northwest
Southeast

Northeast
Northeast
Northwest
Northwest

Bus improvements is by far the most cost-effective and flexible. I'm dying for a bus route from Easton to Dublin
(Cardinal Health). If we took the money that would be used to start capital-intensive work such as rail or tram
and used it instead to make our bus system amazing, I think it would be a much better use of funding that could
be scaled up or down much easier and would be significantly less disruptive to local communities.
Bus or light rail to Marysville I think would be a excellent area to research due to the honda plant and other
industries and due to all the commuters that travel to Columbus everyday for work and recreational activities.
Bus service is great for some, but I would REALLY love to see some kind of RAIL. I personally only use the
CBus currently because I find the traditional COTA buses too confusing to navigate - as a former New Yorker,
rail is easy and consistent. I would love to be able to get rid of my car and use rail in Columbus!
Buses 103 and 104 should stop near the 161 Little Turtle Way Exit (Pine Creek Dr.)
Buses are not safe, I would never take one. Train or light rails from suburbs into city, or wherever possible is
most logical. Safer for drivers and people on foot.
Bushes should come more frequently at night. Every hour is not enough

Northwest

Can we have:1) Intercity passenger rail (yes, I know that's not directly COTA's area, but it's needed)? 2)
AirConnect service to Dublin? (or maybe some way to pickup in the suburbs, and take people to the airports and
Greyhound station -- weave this into a downtown express option?)
Change route 205 to All Day service and you might have something there.

Northeast

Choose any kind of trains and rail over cars and buses, please.

Southwest

circulars are always a good idea

Northwest

Columbus needs a rail system of some sort. Buses will do little to help with congestion on the highways. People
in Dublin, Gahanna, Grove City, Westerville, Hilliard are not going to take a bus to work.
Commuter express pickerington>Downtown

Southeast
Northwest

Southeast
Northwest

Northeast
Southwest

Connecting the large population centers away from the city and OSU, like Dublin or Worthington, with mass
transit would not only be the best from an economic or sustainability point of view, but also from an
environmental one. Hopefully the added benefit of a reduction of commuter cars would occur alleviating some
congestion and having an additional effect economically and environmentally.
Continue to serve the South Side.
COTA, please choose energy conservation and clean air and water by pushing for and then offering mass public
transport like light rail, underground subways, and high-speed trains. Please stop relying on the ridiculous,
energy-wasting, hydraulically-fracked-gas buses and cars--whether conventional or hazardous self-driving gas
guzzlers.
Cross town routes should run as often and as long as regular routes. There are a lot of people that utilize the
cross town routes to get to jobs.
Cutting the 16 and decreasing frequency of the 8 will harm commuters, cut off neighborhoods from vital
transportation, and decrease ridership/fares for COTA.
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Subarea
Northeast

Comment

Southeast

Delaware county is growing extremely quickly and traffic into and out of Columbus on the north side is a terrible
mess and only getting worse. RBT or rail to help people in southern Delaware county get to campus, downtown,
and the Grandview are will take pressure off of 23, 315, and 71.
Direct service between Gahanna, Easton, downtown and the airport. Connections between Gahanna/Hamilton
Rd. and the airport
Disappointed that NW area seems to be short-changed in all of the changes. The closest route to my home
(Kenny) does not go beyond Sawmill.. In the coming years, as I age to where I'm more dependent on public
transit, I afraid I'll have to move to another area of the city to have decent bus access.
Do not remove bus stops or routes in Merion Village!

Southwest

Dont forget the south and southwest side. rail to downtown wouldbe awesome

Southwest
Northwest

Don't forget the Southwest- lots of your plans don't include us! A Grove City circulator would be awesome. Don't
forget I-71/SR 665 area and Mt. Carmel Grove city.
Don't neglect Hilliard and Dublin

Southwest

Drop off and pick up at Prairie Twp Community Center

Northwest

Dublin needs better cross town ( to Worthington/ Westerville)

Northwest

Dublin to downtown

Northwest

Eager to see the Hilliard extensions. My hope is that it includes access to park and rides, but it's difficult to see
from the information provided. I would be eager to commute using a COTA bus, but there isn't a route that works
and the Express to Hilliard isn't at a realistic time to working hours.
Eastside newark reynoldsburg

Northeast
Northwest

Northeast
Northeast
Southwest
Southeast

Existing SmartRide Program in New Albany can be enhanced; increased hours to accommodate major industry
expansions.
Expand the service line on West Broad to reach the Prairie Township Community Center

Southwest

Extend service out to Etna where the Amazon warehouse and many others are. Growth is huge in that area and
people want the jobs but cant get transportation out there. Especially the disabled who dont drive.
Far west broad st service is desperately needed beyond New Rome and south of there and Galloway.

Northeast

For entire northside of Columbus and all suburbs should be connected by Crosstown or Express routes.

Southwest

Franklinton area needs more routes and circulator connecting it to Grandview and other location around
Columbus, not just downtown.
free rides

Southeast
Northeast

Northeast

From Reynoldsburg -- need to have good parking locations to commute to downtown. Well lit with security
cameras. Getting to/from downtown in a timely fashion would be perfect.
Get the 32 off the side streets! The neighbors hate it, the drivers scare people, and other major companies like
RTD don't do it for a reason!
Glad to see higher frequency on the 5. Not thrilled with OSU buses no longer crossing campus (will have to walk
farther), but as long as it is well integrated with transfers to CABS it shouldn't be too much of a burden.
Good coverage so far up here

Southwest

Great Job!

Southwest
Northeast

Grove city is in need of rail transportation. Many young people and middle class workers would benifit greatly. A
line grove city via downtown, ohio state university or Columbus state community college. Please consider
High frequency 2L is very important.

Northwest

High frequency downtown to dublin bridge street district is important

Northeast

Honestly, this city needs light rail or street cars that connect the suburbs to downtown. There are way to many
big activities which attract thousands of people downtown and most people choose to drive cars. Buses honestly
don't help since they are a part of the traffic.This city desperately needs more modes of transportation, there's
too much development and influx of people not to warrant it now.
Honestly, what I think would be most beneficial in bringing in business and tourism to Columbus is light rail. In
particular, an east/west line connecting hilliard, through downtown to the airport. Also, a north/south line from
Grove City through downtown, up to Polaris. Lines could grow from there. This would be beneficial for all given
the infrastructure.
Huge opportunity here to advance the transportation needs of underserved Ohioans. Also great potential to
better the lives of those in lower income areas for whom transportation is a limiting factor. Greater mobility for
those on the west side to get to other places around the city quickly and cheaply will afford low income
Columbus residents a chance at greater economic mobility as well.
I am a student commuter from Dublin to OSU campus. I would love to be able to have a dedicated direct line to
and from with very minimal stops if any at all. I spend 2 hours every morning just for my commute accounting for
traffic, parking, waiting for and riding the Cota bus (which I often miss or it is delayed, or never shows up) and
walking. I would also enjoy downtown attractions more often if I could easily and safely get to them via public
transit and not deal with traffic and parking issues.

Northwest
Northwest

Southwest

Southwest

Northwest
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Subarea
Northeast
Northeast

Northeast

Northwest
Northwest
Northeast
Northwest
Northeast

Northeast
Southwest

Comment
I am an occasional rider; but I am a senior citizen. As my years advance, my driving may become less frequent.
I am very impressed by these plans.
I am concerned about the cost per ticket on the new CMax. I live in South Linden, where there are many without
transportation, but over $3 a ride is too expensive. This shouldn't just be a way to get people from downtown to
Polaris and back. Linden needs good and reliable service.
I am so excited for the expanded service from downtown to new Albany. As it is now, COTA is not viable for me
to go to work, as the commute time is nearly 2 hours. With the new service the time will be much shorter with
less walking.
I am surprised there is nothing along Indianola Avenue in Clintonville.
I believe residents of UA/Grandview who work downtown and surrounding would be more inclined to use public
transportation if the travel time were less and/or more availability than the few that currently exist.
I don't agree with investing in highway system or buses. We need to get vehicles off of the road and the best way
to do that is by using a train.
I don't want to see more buses and more routes. I want to see development of rail travel in our area to get us
downtown faster and easier.
I echo the seentiments I've already laid out. You are using federal money to force many, MANY Elderly &
Disabled people to walk farther to get to the appropriate stop & to change theirr routes. How grreedy can you
get????
I especially like the CMAX option and think it is a great idea for the residents of Linden.

Northwest

I find getting around confusing, which bus to ride, where the stops are, etc. commuters need to be educated
through commercials. Out of sight out of mind.
I have lived in Columbus my whole life. This semester I am a college student studying abroad in Europe. I have
experienced their train system and it is absolutely phenomenal. Mass transit in an up and coming neighborhood
like Columbus would really take our city to the next level. Now that I have experienced first hand the convinience
of having mass transit readily available, I know for sure it is EXACTLY what Columbus needs. Full support of all
of these projects
I hope the frequency and hours of the 2L are increased over the 31.

Northwest

I like it

Southeast

I like that the Whittier line would connect to Grandview Heights, but the casino? Give me a break. NOBODY in
my neighborhood is interested in taking the bus there.
I like the idea of route 203 and 207 as more than commuters, but even weekend shopping. Both Easton and
Polaris traffic are a deterrent for visitors.
I like this

Northeast

Northeast
Northeast
Northwest

Southwest
Northeast

I live in Grandview and work on west OSU campus off of Kinnear road. It would take me 45 min on public transit
to get to work, so I drive. It just a little too far to walk. Ideally though I'd love to be able to get around the city
more for entertainment. To go to Short North, Clintonville, Franklinton, etc...
I live in Willow Creek - still no way to access COTA

Northwest

I live off of Cleveland Avenue and see far too many buses that are seldom, if ever, full. Why are you looking at
expanding service for "no one"? What information do you have that shows people will magically begin riding the
bus?
I love the connectivity to New Albany & Reynoldsburg. These opportunities will better serve job centers and the
populations that use them. Is there any thought on connecting with LCATS & the Licking County Transit to
discuss connections into Etna/Amazon, Pataskala, or Johnstown? With larger population centers (Pataskala), it
would be critical to connect to downtown Columbus more efficiently. With Etna & Johnstown, there is a need to
connect to a workforce (predominately urban) for growth opportunities. A Johnstown link could be extended
from the New Albany extension (as an example) with the proposed improvements on E. Broad and E. Main
leading to Pataskala and Etna (easily).
I love the new design system. Seems to meet both future and existing needs. Would love to see new
development encouraged to occur within 5 minute walk of a bus line
I make occasional use of route 5 to commute with biek, enhancements would help me use more often.

Northwest

I need some late night/weekend service from Hilliard/Dublin to Downtown!

Southwest

I really like the possibilities offered by the 204 & 209.

Northeast

Northeast

I sometimes ride the New Albany Park and ride, but the hours need to be expanded. A lot of people don't work 95 so it's difficult for me to ride it. Also, once I get off at the park & ride parking lot, i still need to find a way home
(new albany road and 161).
I still think much of the Westerville area is very under served.

Northwest

I think all of these are great ideas. I love that you're trying to bring people back to downtown.

Northwest

I think Bus transit is important, but honestly, I don't think I would ever ride a bus in columbus. Light rail and
commuter rail is the only public transit that would break through and start to transform this city.
I think it's important to have a "commuter" line between Worthington area and Downtown via High Street that

Northeast

Northwest

Northeast
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Comment

Northeast

does NOT loop through Graceland. Its unclear on this map whether the 2L (replacement for the 31 express?)
makes the loop into Graceland. I believe I saw that on another route, though. Thanks.
I think partnering with Uber and Lyft would be a very good thing for people with disabilities to get them where
they need to go faster. Perhaps offer a discount to elgible paratransit riders.
I think the commuter line between downtown and Easton is huge, however, you need to watch cost. Even at $3
per day ($60 per month) that still costs what I spend on gas and I'll have to keep my car go travel to the
downtown stop.
I think there should be another look at the extension of service to the Polaris area with IKEA opening in the
summer and some people who might live in the Downtown area would rather take bus/transit service to Polaris
to avoid traffic. But also extended service around the front and back side of the mall for those businesses where
some people could better opt to take transit.
I understand that many feel that autonomous vehicles are the way of the future. I am not sold and I fear that will
lead to the elimination of jobs and the loss of a sense of public interaction associated with transit.
I want buses going to parks and botanical garden too, not only to jobs and malls!

Southwest

I want street cars rather than buses.

Northwest

I wish there were places to fill a bus card, like DC metro smart trip card. That way I wouldn't need cash on the
bus.
I wish this plan included service to the south side of Columbus. This plan stops at Whittier but forgets the South
Side. What about neighborhoods further south and south east? There is a very dense population further south
that is being cut off from this future. Do not forget about this important area and the people of the south side of
Columbus. Our area may not be as wealthy or affluent as north area or northern suburbs but we need this
transit. Our area is dense and uses transit. Please consider a line that reaches further south than Whittier!
I work at Nationwide Children's Hospital, a major employer near downtown. Will you have circulators downtown
that extend to my employer's campus?
I work in Upper Arlington, and I'm at the mercy of the bus routes, especially at nights and weekends, when they
run every hour/45 minutes. However, with the # 84 going away, a direct link from Arlington to the Ohio campus
could help, because a lot of Ohio students live in UA (or outside of UA). I'm all excited for more frequent service
to Dublin, and the possibility of crosstown service from Dublin to Easton.
I would appreciate more service busses between Morse road / High St and the Bethel / Sawmill area

Southwest
Northeast

Northwest

Northwest

Southeast

Northeast
Northwest

Northwest
Northeast

Northwest

I would find most useful for living out in New Albany / Westerville Area
NC = 208 NR = 103 & 104
I would like a faster and more direct way to get to get to the Easton mall, perhaps with a transfer downtown to an
express bus like for the airport shuttle. More public facilities (enclosures, restrooms, bus time displays, TVM's)
at transfer points (above all, in front of the Capitol) I am strongly opposed to ride sharing partnerships (Uber,
Lyft, taxi) if such arrangements commit public money to subsidies. Ridesharing is not public transit or a
sustainable solution to suburban sprawl and urban congestion.
I would like COTA to better serve the OSU community! I feel like currently COTA does a great job however the
new tsr routes make it less convenient to travel through the OSU campus! Please add some of the stops oncampus back!
I would like to see buses extended to the neighborhoods such as a route on Galloway road so that we wouldn't
have to drive to the park and ride near Wendy's on W. Broad.
I would like to see increased late night routes up and down high street. This would help to decrease drunk
driving and further encourage development along these corridors.
I would like to see more consideration given to putting rail on existing and underutilized rail corridors.

Southeast

I would like to see more expansion to the Groveport area because of the job opportunities there right now.

Southwest

Northeast

I would love a bus to take me to the prairie township community center. I can't drive but my house is by a bus
stop and I would love to be able to get on the bus and attend my arthritis class at the community center.
I would love anything that goes out to New Albany. There is an office park out there now, so I think that it could
service a lot of people.
I would love to able to get anywhere in Columbus without having to drive my car.

Northwest

I would love to have light rail in our area. I wish it would happen sooner rather than later.

Southwest

Southeast

I would love to see a bus for Norton Road, Galloway Rd and or Hall Street. That connects to West Broad Street
and/or the Sullivan bus line.
I would love to see commuter train and rail service options for the NW side. with the new bridge park
development it would be helpful to provide an easy access to dwntn. also to shorten the trip to the zoo for
families on the SE side.
I would love to see something high capacity put into place on East Main.

Southwest

I would love to see the bus go all the way to the New Prairie Township Community Center.

Southeast

I'd like to see expanded service in this quadrant over the next 30 years. Groveport/Obetz/Canal Winchester will
spur development over time, and people need to get to said jobs.
If the Columbus Zoo is frequented by a quick service commuter line - not getting stuck in traffic but have quick

Northwest

Northwest

Southwest
Southeast

Northeast

Northwest

Northwest
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Subarea

Southwest
Southeast

Northeast
Southwest
Northeast

Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest

Comment
access to the zoo, then I would definitely see an increase ridership PLUS increased commerce for going to the
zoo.
If the Hilliard Rome Rd. service was extended, people could have another choice of grocery stores to shop &
more people could get to the Prairie Community Center, which offers several services to the public.
If there was a viable option, I would definitely appreciate the chance to save gas and ride public transit from
Reynoldsburg to OSU. The traffic congestion on Broad street is crazy, if there was a better alternative my family
would be on it!
I'm curious how this will impact service the current service to John Glenn International
I'm glad to see improvements planned that will support staff/customers of Hollywood Casino and connect
westsiders to job centers.
I'm not in the 4 listed groups below - I am in Near East - not NE or SE. You should include East and West in your
goups. I'm also VERY interested in how the buses will include and integrate with the Ohio State University
campus.
Implement a railway to this side of town
In general stop trying to reach so far out into the suburbs. Taking services from urban areas to help those who
moved away from these services makes not sense.
Intrigued with bold new commuter routes.

Northeast

Invest more faster and the benefits will be greater. Also why not partner with RTA and other reginoal bussing
companies to have state wide passenger train's
It seems that COTA should consider transit centers, that could provide park and ride options, as well as
protection from the elements during the winter, and security for riders. It is easy to understand why rail is too
expensive and complicated (i.e. traffic interruptions and ROW acquisition). However, the transit nodes utilized in
light rail in some smaller city's would be a be great benefit.
It would be interesting to see if there is demand for all day service between Dublin and OSU given the parking
crunch on campus
It would be nice to have a commuter option from the Worthington Hills / The Hills Market area to downtown or
german village
It's currently confusing. Even if the bus made it out to my neighborhood in Hilliard, I'm not sure how to get from
there to where I want to go.
It's good to see these expansions into areas that were not previously frequently visited by bus - Hilliard and
Grove City especially.
Keep up the great work! The blur on downtown on map is distracting.

Southwest

Lack of North - South routes

Southeast

let's be a small big TOWN

Northwest

light rail

Southwest

Light rail From Grove CIty to downtown

Southeast

Light rail from suburbs into downtown, pretty please!

Southeast

Light rail on E Main St from downtown at least to Bexley

Southwest

Light rail on W Broad from downtown to Lincoln Village

Northwest

Light rail please

Northeast

Light rail please

Southwest

Lightrail would be amazing. Eventually connecting to multiple cities in Ohio to continue to develop Columbus as
our central hub.
Like my township does for utilities , offer discount on purchasing for cyvkes

Northwest

Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Southwest

Southeast
Southwest

Southwest

Like to see the 3 Harrisburg Road bus to Grove City extend to the Meijer and Fed Ex more frequently hourly at
least 7 days a week, or have an express to that area that is reverse all day route. This route with other
expresses made 7 days a week all day that extend more past 270 would help riders get to destinations quicker.
Express routes like this to replace local routes would help speed up transit.
Like to see the 52 Canal Winchester of TSR stop at the old 49 Southeast Express on High Street by the Post
Office near Pfeifer Drive. I would like to see the 25 Brice Road only go to Wal-Mart on Waterloo Street and build
a Park and Ride similar to the Meijer at Hamilton Road and Morse area in Gahanna to replace the Church Park
and Ride the 55 Gender Road bus currently stops for passengers. 52 Canal Winchester bus could loop up
Pfeifer Drive and Waterloo Street to connect with the Park and Ride. 25 Brice Road bus would take passengers
up gender to pass what 55 Gender Road currently drops offs passengers. 25 Brice Road bus should be 7 days a
week. That's my idea. 24 Hamilton Road bus should be connected all day and all week from Easton past
Eastland to Rickenbacker Airport.
Limited stop broad st service (10L) very important

Northeast

Limited stop service on 10 East/West Broad street is key.

Southeast
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Northeast

linclon village and west

Northwest

Living in Grandview area, I would like to have easy access to rides to Downtown, CMH, Polaris, etc.

Southwest

Looks good

Southeast

Looks GREAT! Keep moving forward with additional service to job centers like Rickenbacker.

Southeast

Looks great.

Southwest

Northeast

Love route 3. I would really like to have a suburban option from grove city to osu campus. It would have to be
cheaper than driving my car and not take more than 30 mins
Main Street is getting a SID. COTA should invest along the corridor to ride the wave of improvement. Rapid
transit to downtown would be game changing along Main.
Make it happen.

Southwest

Make prairie township rec center a bus stop

Northwest

Making event spaces (arenas, museums etc ) and job centers accessible to everyone is key.

Northeast

Northeast

Making public utility vehicles accessible to the airports, malls, business parks to any neighborhood would be
probably the first priority for COTA. If people don't need to drive to the airport and use the bus or cable cars, not
only do you attract business but ease for people stranded at the airport to just get out. I hope there is an airport
to Easton Mall every 15 minutes to help those that are stranded or have delayed flights to get out and keep them
pre-occuppied while waiting.
Maybe buses that connect the community with the parks around the city? or something where on a weekend a
family could take the bus and have some fun options to fill their day for the price of the bus ticket instead of
having to plan out a trip to specific stops and hope that the museum or park they want to go to is serviced? Or
even partnering with different festivals and things to offer event specific routes to increase utilization throughout
the city, especially to populations who can't afford transportation or parking to an otherwise fun, free, and family
friendly event?
Maybe during the holidays, increase the Sunday frequency to 30 minutes on route 24. There are a lot of
warehouses in the Rickenbacker area and that is their "peak season."
more bus shelters at transfer spots and places like libraries

Southwest

More buses on each route

Northwest

More buses on Route 4

Northeast

More buses only adds to congestion. We need higher capacity rail system separate from roadways.

Northwest

More frequent High St. (2) buses.

Northeast

Northeast

More frequent services from Westerville to Columbus and back - closer to Uptown Westerville. This area is
terribly underserved and bus stops are too few and far between and what service there is is long and inefficient
to different locations, except if you are trundling down Cleveland Ave. for over an hour and then have to transfer
to another bus to go in the opposite direction to get to your correct destination.
More frequent Whittier service is nice. I also like that Livingston will continue up high street instead of Cleveland
ave. Now just make them 24 hour.
More options for the south side struggle to get where I need to go. Cant event travel Parsons north to south
without a transfer? Street Cars!!!!!
More service to airport with minimal stops

Southwest

More service to Dublin might be needed.

Northwest

More Worthington service

Southwest

Southwest

Need a bus stop at Prairie Township Community Center. West Broad line stops at the Kroger across West
Broad but not safe to walk across W Broad there. Also new Route 9 should make the circle around Georgesvillle
Square with stops at grocery, cinema, restaurants.
Need an easier way to get to Ohio state from Franklinton area

Southeast

Need connections down south high from Downtown to Merion Village

Northwest

Need consistent (perhaps hourly) non-stop service from Tuttle Mall to Campus, Downtown, & CMH. Or provide
coordinated transfer from downtown to CMH.
Need dedicated lanes and fewer stops to compete with driving. Push downtown parking lots to offer partial
month options and more people would be part time bus riders. Once I've paid for my monthly parking why would
I take the bus?
Need enhanced to Rickenbacker, prioritizing travel time first and frequency second

Southeast

Northwest

Southeast

Southeast
Southeast

Northwest

Southeast
Northwest
Northeast
Southwest

need more connectors in the sawmill / bridge street district area. also you should really look at rail options from
delaware to downtown columbus to aleviate car traffic on 23/315
Need more connects to air port. It is hard for visitors to get back and forth.
Need to add a Cota bus stop at prairie township community center it would bring more business as well as
benefit the customers.
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Southeast

Needs a Reynoldsburg transit circulator to extend service out to ETNA / Amazon work sites.

Southeast

Neighborhoods south of German Village and east of Parsons (Merion Village, Ganthers Place) are rapidly
developing and attracting many new residents. These areas don't appear to be receiving the attention they
should given the high desirability of the housing market.
Newark to Granville to Polaris would be fantastic!

Northeast
Northeast
Southeast
Southeast

Northeast
Northwest
Northwest
Northeast
Southeast
Southeast
Northwest

Northeast
Southeast

Northeast
Northeast

No comment, just want to thank you for this effort. More high capacity transit is good for the economy, it's good
for the environment, it's good for Columbus. Let's get to work.
None of these routes were designed to get commuters to downtown. And those that may be, will take an awful
long time since the bus will be servicing the entire area.
On your question about reviewing proposed enhancements, there wasn't anything to tell me in advance which
area I was in. A map breaking it up before I answered the question would have been helpful, or an option for
"Downtown." I just moved downtown 6 months ago from Reynoldsburg and there were only three options to get
inside the loop from out there (Broad, Main & 70), and they are all equally horrible during rush hour. Providing
some form of mass transit through those corridors would significantly reduce the number of cars on those roads,
and reduce the congestion.
Partner with other regional companies like
People need to know what average commute times are from one place to another - say from Downtown or
Grandview Heights to Worthington? or to Polaris?
Plans sound very exciting!
Please add more standard and commuter routes leading into downtown for moving commuters and those with
jobs in downtown to get to there faster.
Please add service to Pickerington and Violet Township and connect with Lancaster/Fairfield County system
Please connect North Columbus to South Columbus. this area could benefit from greater connectivity to the
airport and to north columbus
Please don't remove the direct line from Upper Arlington to OSU. This is a popular route for many people
working on campus or attending class. Transferring through Grandview adds too much time to the trip to make it
a sensible option.
Please envision going further north and extending through Lewis Center and light rail to downtown Delaware.
Please expand the Whittier line further south. The south part of Columbus needs to be included in this plan. We
are an area that has been shut out of development in the past but we are a dense area with lots of people who
rely on public transit. The area near Reeb Avenue and Parsons Avenue is developing very fast. The city is
committed to helping to develop Parsons Ave and we are an urban area. PLEASE expand this to further south!!
Please implement fixed guideway rail service!

Northeast

Please invest in rail! We are desperate for rapid transit so people can utilize the infrastructure for job commuting
and connecting to major centers. We can't meet demands of growth without it and must serve our neighborhoods
with greater need.
Please make sure to have adequate bike storage at transit stops and on transit vehicles of all types. Thank you
for this survey!
Please provide direct lines to OSU

Northwest

Please show nodes of activity that the buses are connecting to.

Northwest

Please upgrade/modernize the fare system. It's 2017, why do I need to have exactly $2 in cash?

Northeast

Southwest

Polaris was built out several years ago with the building focus on Gemini Parkway, I-71 exit at 35-36, and Lewis
Center. Kroger Distribution is always looking to hire for good paying jobs but there is no public transportation to
get there. COTA needs to work with employers during building expansion to get public transportation to these
locations one day 1. IKEA is hiring now to open the store in August 2017. What is COTA doing to work with
employers on Gemini Parkway to get potential employees and customers to these locations?
Provide bus stop service to Prairie Twshp Recreation Center

Southwest

Put in a stop to Prairie Township Community Center, it's up and coming to the west side of Columbus.

Southeast

Northeast

Put the CBUS on 3rd through German Village, and have it wrap all the way around Schiller to turn around. The
rich people on Deshler would hate it, but they will get over it.
Rail is the way to go. Just look at the RTA in Cleveland. No matter which way you travel to the city there is a
park and ride for their rail system. Its amazing. It would be WONDERFUL to park the car in Dublin (if not
Marysville) and have access to Columbus all by rail. A rail system that connects the city north, south, east and
west would be amazing.
Rail ways are more efficient. About time we make the move

Northwest

Rail!!!!!!!!!

Northwest

Rail, with limited stops and direct route between Worthington and Downtown would be fantastic.

Southwest

REALLY appreciate these efforts

Southwest

Northwest
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Really looking forward to the CMAX and the new park and ride at Northern Lights. This project seems to have
the potential to change the Cleveland Avenue area for the better.
Really need ways to pay other than cash.

Southwest

Route 21 Hilliard - Rome needs later, more frequent service. I do t take the bus because it isn't available for my
work schedule.
Route 2L should DEFINITELY have frequent service. It's a huge hassle to have to wait 30 minutes for a bus.
Route 103 is great. I would love to travel east and west to Dublin or New Albany.
Route 3 can be extended to Bethel, there is a huge area that does not have any good transit on the west of
Kenny north of Fishinger, and south of Bethel. Also, extend route 3 to Bethel can bring better connections to the
existing route. Route 102 might take away some riders for route 21, because Britton Pkwy and Emerald Pkwy is
not heavily populated and buses can run pretty fast currently. If there are more development in the future, then
two lines can be a good complement of each other. Route 103 and 206 might have similar issue, if the route 103
is fast enough then the express service might not be necessary. I-70 and I-270 is crowded already, and I think it
is necessary to think ahead of time about some ways to speed up the express service 201 during heavily
congested time.
Route 3: upgrade to high frequency route in Grove City

Northeast

Route 35, 103, 206 all runs on SR161, and it looks a little bit excessive.

Southwest

Route 8 extension to Mount Carmel hospital is important.

Southeast

route into licking county

Southwest

Service going up and down Georgesville Rd. Up norton rd and down hall rd.

Northeast

Shared this before, AirConnect needs mobile and internet ticketing to allow "inbound" visitors easy option to
"slide into their ride" on arrival.
Streamlined high-frequency routes within the central core not only spurs development but increases ridership
(Houston's system a prime example of this).
Thank you for taking this on. I wonder in the major tourist areas more private/other support could also help move
this faster?
Thanks for increasing the #2 and #10 frequency.

Northeast
Northwest

Northwest
Northwest
Southeast
Northeast
Northwest
Northwest

Northwest
Southeast

Northwest

Northeast

Southeast
Northwest

The #4North has a strong ridership base, if you make changes please only enhance the service and do not
detract from it
The 2L is great, but it takes a long time to get anywhere. North Clintonville to downtown is ~40 minutes for
example. This makes it hard to convince my wife to use the bus instead of driving. Can trip times be reduced?
The 4 bus runs from my neighborhood in Clintonville to downtown with good frequency. However, it takes at
least three times longer to commute this way. I love mass transit and want to use it, and even I have a hard time
justifying the extra time investment.
The additions to the bridge street district are great. Also I really like the casino route being an avid gamer
The central South Side/South End appears to get short-changed and is the only sector of the city without a highfrequency line. Parsons in particular would seem to have the density and potential ridership, but perhaps your
data shows otherwise.
The city needs a complete overhaul IMO. Any changes made will probably be positive, because it takes over 2
hours to get where I need to go downtown from Worthington and that is pathetic. Also, it needs to happen before
the proposed 2050, I will be retired by then
The current plan is very high level, and so may not be able to demonstrate granularity you already have planned,
but I would be interested in seeing how much it would be possible for more granular service in the Polaris area,
not just the mall, but to the offices between Polaris proper and Westerville. Also in the direction of Westerville
itself. Current stops are a little sparse where I am. Both the mall and olde towne Westerville are popular lunch
destinations for coworkers and me, and I personally would consider going out to eat more if I didn't have to drive.
Also, as far as evenings go, I will not go near Polaris mall much after 4pm (unless have to) due to the absolutely
terrible traffic. I have sat in transit many a time before (other cities, of course), and am quite fine letting either a
driver or AI deal with that mess instead of me, so transit options could increase my utilization of mall resources. I
think it would be known, but that wedge between Westerville and Polaris is exploding with low to mid rise office
space, and I think that something has to make sense there (if not now, then soon, as occupancy in these
buildings rises). I would generally be interested in how transit in the Polaris area could help tame that sprawling,
awful, traffic nightmare of an area, and help orient it toward pedestrians.
The east side of town is not "high income" and needs this type of investment, Need a SmartRide service to Etna
like their is to New Albany business park.
The frequency improvements on the 5 were appreciated, but the 15 minute frequency should be extended to
Wilson and Trabue. Sidewalks and Bike lanes are badly needed on Wilson North of Trabue. Walking down N.
Wilson Rosd to get to the bus stop is very dangerous. Traffic is always speeding and parts of the road forces
pedestrian traffic to walk only inches away from speeding trucks and cars. Trabue needs sidewalks as well, but
N Wilson is in dire need. While I take the bus to work, I now have to drive and park nearby one of the stops. After
repeatedly having close calls with inattentive drivers I no longer feel safe walking or riding a bike to the bus stop.
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Northeast

The High Street corridor is key.

Northwest

Southwest

The northwest sector appears to be gaining significantly better coverage and frequency. Generally the realigned
system is an exciting development in COTA's evolution. Careful evaluation of success - and likely patience to
see how the overall community adjusts would see necessary.
The only way for me to consider public transit to my job is time efficiency. At this point, my commute time via car
is 15-20 minutes. Taking COTA buses would quadruple my commute. Unless the benefits are greater, I will still
drive my car.
The time and location expansions are great and they should be marketed to people that may not realize they
now can utilize COTA.
There are a lot of people who are in between both Dublin and Worthington, Hard Rd/Smokey Row area that
could benefit from more streamlined bus routes to downtown.
There is limited - to no - transit opportunities currently in the Powell area. This stifles the ability or businesses to
attract workforce and also further hinders the traffic issues along SR 315, SR 750, US 23 and Sawmill Parkway.
There is nothing currently coming down Alkire rd

Southeast

There's a lot of growth in this area and the traffic is crazy

Northeast

These are all great but can you add in rail?

Northwest
Northeast

These sound like smart changes to make. Though my ideal system would be a tram around the loop and
changing stations to go up and down 315 and 71.
this is great

Southwest

This is not only sickening for the Southwest side but also for the other three sides.

Northwest

This is pretty overwhelming to try to provide feedback on and I am a planner.

Northeast

This looks great! Currently, to get from my home (near Cleveland Ave and 161) and downtown, it takes over 1
hour, not including the walk to the bus stop. This would be a huge improvement!
This will be really important: Ridesharing Company Partnerships (Uber, Lyft, or taxi)

Northwest

Northwest
Northwest
Northwest

Northwest
Northeast

Northwest
Northeast
Northeast
Northwest

To give several time of day options for "to work" morning rush hour and "from work" evening rush hour since
these times vary between 7am-9am and 4pm-6pm to be able to best serve the neighborhoods to the work
centers (polaris chase, downtown - children's, nationwide, osu, etc.). Also if there are "while dark outside" trips it
would be nice if there were safety options (at least a panic phone or police call button) at the stops to help
ensure safety while waiting for the buses or getting off the buses. Might increase ridership if you have easy to
use mapping where someone could say they are an employee of one of the main work centers you provide for
an you show all the options for their ride instead of them having to know what line # or stop number to look for
(maybe they enter their home address and their work center from a dropdown of the top work centers you
service you can direct them to the routes that make sense for them). This might also help you market to new
riders who would otherwise drive but if you could make it easy for them to be interested because they work at
one of the places you serve (biggest employers in the city) and show them how their trip on the bus would
compare to their normal commute (time in traffic, additional working time instead of driving, wifi on the bus, bike
to their stops, etc.) that could help them make that leap of faith to give it a try. If the first time they try it they are
late you will probably loose a rider so the stakes are high to really show them what is being offered and that it's a
great option that is reliable and feasibility.
Trails corridors....
Travel times from Maize Rd area to Downtown are not competitive with driving or bicycling unless you live right
next to the bus stop.
Underground light rail tunnel from Downtown to OSU along High St

Northeast

Unless you are more central to downtown, it seems almost impossible to travel east-west on public transpiration.
Living in Worthington (Linworth and Hard Road) and working in Westerville (Otterbein area) I would have to
travel downtown, transfer and travel back north in order to travel what is otherwise a 7.5 mile commute. Not
everyone needs or wants to go downtown or is traveling from downtown. Keep that in mind when planning future
services.
Unless you live on or near E. Broad or E. Main there are no options for Reynoldsburg since the 47 and 44 are
being discontinued. It can be a 30 minute walk to either of those streets which would leave commuters unable to
continue using COTA. Rosehill would have been a better option for the 25 instead of McNaughten. COTA seems
to be going to less customer service and more of a burden on the commuter to use your services. I regret to say
that as of May 1st you will have at least one less passenger.
Uptown Westerville is consistently poorly served by these plans compared to the Cleveland Ave corridor.

Southwest

We have needed service on Norton Hall rd for long time Looks like it's coming Thank you

Northwest

We hear you on your improvements.But please, please keep the 53 Express route , the west side still needs the
53 Express to run for the Hilliard residents, and the Lincoln Villiage residents also.Now listen .Please!!!!!!!!
We moved to German Village because there were three buses (7, 8, 16) which touched the neighborhood and
provided access for me as a person with a vision disability. Those routes are being cut, and the service running
up and down High Street is more limited. I thought this would be an improvement in service based on your

Southeast

Southeast
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marketing, but it seems to only benefit the suburbs, OSU, and downtown.

Southwest

We need a on Norton Rd going down West broad to Kroger and Prairie township community center.

Northeast

We need commuter rail to Licking County! Newark needs transportation!

Northwest

We need connections from suburbs to the airport

Northeast

We need light rail or a streetcar ASAP. After 7 years living in Portland, OR I cant tell you how much it improves
overall ease of travel and quality of city life. Not having it is holding our city back.
We need multiple transportation layers to make it work. Not just buses.

Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Southeast
Northwest
Northwest
Southeast

Northwest
Northeast
Southeast
Northwest
Southeast
Southwest
Southeast
Northwest
Northwest
Southwest
Northwest

We need way more commuter transportation to Polaris. Thousands of people work in offices here. It would be
convenient, clear up highways and be better for the environment.
We would love to be able to bus from Clintonville to Grandview, Old Town East and Franklinton. Currently would
take so long that we just use uber.
west side out far
What about extending the service through Reynoldsburg? My children will need a form of transportation if they
do not have a car. The nearest bus stop is two- three miles from our home.
What existing services are reduced or removed? That should be clear.
What is "TSR"? Are these existing routes? I think this map showing proposed new routes shows promise for
better cross-town connections, particularly 21, 32, and 102.
What you are doing to the Southside is ridiculous. We have a lot of folks who depend on the convince of the bus
routes and you are basically making them home bound. The Columbus Castings area will be redeveloped and
have not access by city transit. We will not accept this.
When considering 1st and last mile improvements, keep in mind pedestrian and bicycle connections and the
quality/safety of those connections.
Where is the increase frequency for CMH? Additional passenger growth at CMH may require additional
frequency for Air Connect and other routes
Why are you cutting off the South Side of Columbus? These services don't appear to go beyond Whittier. Why
aren't there services for the areas such as Merion Village, Vassor Village, Reeb Hosack and Hungarian Village.
Why did Grandview get routes pulled starting in May and not have any new added?
Why isn't south Columbus being served in this plan? This plan doesn't serve south Columbus. Please expand
service further south.
Why not any new cool options to the southwest?
With a new brewery opening this year in Canal Winchester and HEAVY daily traffic to and from Pickerington and
Lancaster on US 33, this route needs public transit options.
With changes coming in parking off site at OSU - I would prefer to park at a park and ride on Hilliard and take
COTA in but there is currently limited service.
With the construction on high street, many of the new bus lines will be delayed. Maybe more should have been
placed on neil
Would like the Hilliard Rome route to extend to Prairie Township Community Center in West Broad Street.

Southwest

would like to have quick service to Polaris and Easton where many jobs are. This would help reduce time taken
to drive to these locations and reduce cars on the road. Would like quick rail to these areas which are not on the
current roads
Would like to see a bus stop at the Prairie Township Center on West Broad Street.

Northeast

Would like to see improved connections with Delaware County.

Southwest

Would like to see some connectivity to Galloway area.

Northeast

Would love an easier route from Clintonville to OSU East.

Southeast

Would love an easier way to get to downtown from Lancaster - like Newark, a huge commuter population and
really only 1 viable route into Columbus - Route 33.
Would love to see the the 23 rapid transit line (train go in). I would also love to see commuter lines leading over
to it. As a dublin resident I think more people would take a train into downtown or would those that work
downtown would choose outlying areas if they had an easy FAST reliable way to get downtown
Would recommend limited stop 2L service to be extended out Main St

Northwest

Southeast
Northeast

Northwest

Would you consider a route from Dublin-Granville Rd into Downtown? I think there would be a great deal of
commuters who'd be interested in a railway or some kind of high speed transit option. I noticed your plans but I
didn't see a route for that area of commuters.
Wow! Awesome!

Northwest

Yes develop along high street!

Northeast

Yes develop along high street!

Southwest

You all do a great job.
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Southwest

Northwest

Northeast

Northwest
Southeast

Northeast

Comment
You are missing the mark with this focus. Everything still requires a trip downtown to connect to other lines.
How about Grove City to Grandview? Hilltop direct to Arlington, Polaris, or Easton areas? Franklinton to
Fishinger area? Westgate to Worthington? Connect neighborhoods and urban centers along NEWLY created
routes instead of mirroring outdated (congested) throughfares.
You are taking buses out of neighborhoods where many many disabled & elderly riders live, and forcing them to
walk farther to get to their nearest stop, to cater to the working ridership. Why??? Are the Elderly & Disabled less
important? Their disabilities & infermities will make it much more difficult for them to get to the bus stops &
subsequently their dr appts to treat their disabilities & infermities. You are basically jeopardizing their health to
cater to healthy working individuals who are much more able to walk farther. Again, I ask...WHY?????
You have to creat a station a light rail development. People are afraid of buses because it's easy to get lost. You
will attract more riders with fixed rail. Look at developing our east to new Albany and downtown. This is the
fastest growing area.
Your city population is expanding further north. You need to make sure you get close to Delaware county as
well.
You're cutting my neighborhood bus. (The 47.) We are a five person family with one car so in May I will have to
walk an entire mile to Main every morning and back every evening and I have trouble walking so I don't know
what we're going to do.
zoning changes and redevelopment incentive packages to really boost density and development 1/4 mile around
transit stops - federal and local funding priority
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